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EXECUTIVE SESSION

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
COMMrITT ON FINANCE,

Washington, D..
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksbn Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Ilartke, Fulbright, Byrd, Jr.,
of Virginia, Nelson, Mondale, Gravel, Bentsen, Bennett, Curtis, ln-
sen. Fainnin, and Roth, Jr.

The (HAIRMAN. This meeting will come to order.
Hopefully other Senators will appear as the meeting goes along.
This meeting was called at the request of two members of the

committee, one of whom wanted to be heard against sector negotia-
tion, and the other wanted to be heard in favor of sector negotiations.

I am frank to ay as one member of this committee, through these
long bearings and sessions I have been trying to discernj ust exactly
what it. is we are try--ing toaclnieve with this bill and how we hope to
go about doing it, and it appears to me that what we want to discuss
today is very much relevant to what I have been trying to find out
and what I hope we will be able to advise the Senate on by the time
we get through and that is, in this bill we succeed in divesting a great
deal of Americans of good jobs, are we going to be able to put them
back to work at any jobs or at the bad jobs?

Now, the chart before us shows What th+ -id has been in our
Nation's economy from 1945 to 1972, our trade policies being one of
ti major iniplemnentors of that trend.* The percentage of our work
force employed in manufacturing has declined from 38.percent down
to 27 per-cont. The percentage of our work force iii services has in-
crensed from 10 percent to 17 percent.

If our purpose is to trade manufacturing jobs for jobs as yard-
men, lavatory attendants, valets, laundry workers- then I must say
that that policy has been very successful. The increase in Government
employment has gone up froin 15 percent to '18 percent. You now are
confronted with a proposal to put another WPA into effect, to help
provide jobs for those who cannot find them elsewhere.

The employment in retail and wholesale trades has increased 18
per,'ent to 21 percent, and all others have declined from 19 percent
to 17 percent.

*See following page.
(1.)
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Nonagricultural Employment in the U. S.
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Now, generally speaking, the burden of our trade policies ui'

this bill, as in the past, Will be to trade agricultural products for an
expanded increase of manufactured products.

Now. here is how we hfive made out. in our trend ill agriculture, and
going back to the Revolution in 1776, 90 percent of our- population
was employed in agriculture. In 1860 that declined, and the time of the
Civil War that declined to 58 percent. By 1930 that had ddcfiid to
21 percent, just to skip a few. The trend is consistent. By 1960 that
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had declined t o 8 percent. By. 1965 it declined to 6 l)ereent, by 1970 to
41/. percent, and the estimate for this year is 4 percent.

Now, my latest figures are in terms of l)roduction that cr61) produc-
tioni per acre has almost doubled during the last 50 years, so what that
means is that we are producing, and during that same period, the per-
centage of our work force in that area has declined from 27 percent. to
4 'percent, so what that means is that we are succeeding in producing
more anid more agricultural reducee with less' and less workers, and
one would think that, With the research programs and the technology
that. is moving forward in this area, we could expect, that happy result
to continue.-

So if things continue as they are going. we will have a lot of agri-
cult ural products for sale. Now, the quest ion is, how many muac-
turing jobs at $7 an hour should we give away to be replaced by
agricuItural jobs at $2 an hour, if we ha ve the good fortune of putting
them to work in agriculture at all, because the trend in agriculture
is not to produce more but less.

Now, just as one Senator, I would like for somebody to explain to
me why we should trade away a $.7 job for no job at all, if we have
the potential of trading a $7 job or a'$7 job, meaning 4 $7 an hour
job for a $7 an hour. job. .

Now, the people in cheihials,- the pe6ple manufacLuring heavy
turbines and generating equipment, items of that sort, contend that
they can produce efficiently as their competitors, and that if we trade
on a sector-by-sector basis, we can get good jobs in trade for good
jobs, and this Senator for one would like to know why it is so essen-
tial that in order" to sell some agricultural products, that we have to
trade good jobs for no jobs..

Now, I" assume that if we trade the good jobs for no jobs, we will
put them on the Government payroll, in WPA work, or else find them
put more incentives for housewives to hire maids or something o?
that sort, or maybe get some of the Japanese to hire American valets.
But in some respect, I would think that the hope of getting some of
those jobs lOack i .sone respect, ci~,luir by taking our worriers over
there, to bq cooks, valets, and yardmen for the Japanese, Chinese, and
others, or else h the hope of getting them to come over here so that
we can be caddies, yardimen, and service providers, washwomen for
them.

Now here it is just a paragraph in the letter'sent to me by one
interested in the chemical industry. He says, the sector idea is losing
favor primarily because of concern of the agriculture sector for attain-
ing market access for U.S. agricultural exports. This is a logical
argument from the perspective of the past, but not logical from the
perspective of the future.

i'ie fact or uine future is that food calories are a worldwide scarce
colilinodity. Increasingly, availability vill be the problem rather than
accc to Ikhlrkehs. 'e wave in U.. agricuLtural products a trelnendtous
resou rce, much needed throughout the world.

S o i, man economic sense it is rather similar to Middle East oil,
for the fuiure neetd will not be for concessions on access to markets for
agricultural products, it will be for supply. To grant U.S. concessions
on chemicals, that is his business, or other products for overseas con-
cessions on agriculture would be a disservice to both industries.

BEST AVAILABLE-COPY --....
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Therefore, he proposes that you provide tor sector negotiations in
both section 101 on Tariff Authority and section 102 on non-Tariff
Authority, and would require the ranking, of tariff reductions to non-
tariff negotiations to achieve the e uiwalency in tradig concessions
in consideration of all barriers of trade, ..

• /
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Now, let us take a look at the other chart, that we have over there
to show what our deficit is, to show how some of us, including tlis
chairman, construe our deficits. That is what the trend has been in
our balance of payments. Now, that is not the official good news an-
nouncements of thl Department of Commerce. Those official good news
announcements take the Public Law 480 giveaway program and put
that down as our being paid for that food. So if you take that. cal-
culation out and take the othlr giveaways off the'picture, and then
you do ANlint everybody else does and include the freight in your com-
putation. flint is what you wind up with. That is the overall, the
baInce of payments. and half of that deficit is trade.

Now, if someone can explain to this Senator why we should trade
good jpbs for bad jobs, I would like to have that explained, and then
if they can explain further why failing that, why trade good jobs
for no jobs, I would like to have that explained. If that can be
adequately explained, I think I could be persuaded t6 support the
theory that we should not have sector negotiations where the objective
is to trade good jobs for good jobs, to trade jobs whore we sell generat-
ing turbines and chemicals in which the manpower components is a
small item, for jobs which have similar desirability around the world
why we should not trade that way but trade instead those kind oi
jobs for no jobs at all, or those kind of jobs for service jobs, where
we would then try to find-how do we get our people into their coun-
tries to provide the services to them, or how we get them over here
so we can provide them the services.

Now, after the hearing was called, negotiations occurred. I under-
stand, and frantic efforts were made to call the hearing off. Well, I
must say as one member of the committee. my curiosity was excited.
I would like to hear the argument for both sides.

And the first witness that we will call will be for the Department
of Agriculture. I was hoping we would have the Secretary, but Mr.
Richard Bell,. I believe, is here.

We would be pleased to have your explanation, Mr. Bell, as-to why
we should not use the sector approach.

Senator CurTis. Mr. Chairman, may I be. recognized?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator Currns. Mr. Chairman, several days ago T made a request

that Assistant Sqcretary Richard E. Bell come before the committee.
T had in mind the same channel of information as we have obtained
from the Tariff Commission and the State Department, and the Spe-
cial Trade Office, that we miaht know clearly what their position
was on this question of sector-by-sector, across-the-board negotiations.
T Aw;ll not take very much time. but T do want to state my position.

I believe that, across-the-board negotiations are to the advantage
and to the benefit of our entire economy. Tf it had not been for our
agricultural exports, our trade balance and our balance of payments
would have been so much worse than they are now.

Here is what T would like to see our negotiators be able to do.
M[anv of otr agricultural products are, for all practical purposes,
barred from the European Economic Community. T think that our
negotiators should say here, we have authority to increase tariffs.
Tf our agricultural products will be barred from the European Eco-
nomic Community, we propose to do something about the import of
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Volkswagens into this country, or some other European-made car.
That will result to the advantage of industry, and it will still be of
help to the one segment of our economy which has proven its efficiency.
We are able to export a great amount of agricultural products because
of the efficiency opf American agriculture.

This efficiency is going to go on. It is not a. question in my opinion
of trading jobs" for no jobs, but it is the correct approach in order to
get more jobs into this country and to have negotiations that serve
ill facets of our economy.

t for one do appreciate Mr. Bell being here.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I appreciate the Senator's statement, but I

'think you would aet a lot more leverage t hin that if you just say, we
have a few surplus machines over here that can be used to manu-
facture the same size automobiles. We will just make a deal with
India. She needs food. We have been giving it to her for nothing for
years. We will just build some plants. If General Motors can teach the
Ibrazilians how to produce automobiles, at least the Argentines and
the Brazilians hdw to produce automobiles, I should thiink they can
teach the Pakistanis and "the Indians, and so we will just produce
those small automobiles over there in India and we will trade them
food for automobiles if they want us to ship them food.

At that point. I think you will find everybody on Earth breaking
the door down to seek the same deal, and I think *with the agricultural
surplus we have, one reason the Russians are so anxious to make a
deal with ug for our food surpluses right now, this thought occurs to
me, that one of these days the Chinese might want to aet in on that
deal. The Chinese could just use all we could produce, that they could
manufacture and ship to us all of the manufactured commodities we
think we could absorb.

I do not see any problems in getting rid of our good jobs. We have
the know-how to show them how-to do the same thing, but, I am willing
to hear all of the arguments, and then I hope we could arrive at the
right conclusion.

Yes, Senator Mondale.
Senator MONDALE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. If I might, the sector amend-

ment appearing in the House-adopted bill. section 104. was proposed
bv my colleaaei from St. Paul, Joseph Karth. It was successfully
adopted, and it is a part of the House bill.

In the considerations of the Senate measure, T have developed an
amendment which directs to the maximum extent feasible consistent
with the goal of maximizing the overall economic benefit to the
United States that the negotiators shall seek to obtain equivalent
competitive opportunities within each of the applied sectors of mani-
fact during.

Now. what this amendment would seek to do is to strengthen the
hand of the negotiators, but also to make it clear that we expect the
negotiators to clearly concentrate upon the effect of any agreement
within a particular sector. The idea is to try to make certain that our
negotiators adequately focus impact that any of their agreements
might have on a particular sector.

A suggestion has been made by Senator Curtis and others that we
make certain that these negotiations are conducted in a way for the
overall benefit of this country and with adequate concern for fie essen-
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tial elements, inelu(lilng agriculture, and then the (,onmlittee began a
negotiating preept which has been going on for several weeks. I know
Senator Curtis and I, the Department of Agriculture, representatives
from industry-I do not know if we had tiein all theT, but several
,of them participated in it. and I think tlat we are closi, to something
that would achieve what the elhirman is talking about,. and vet we
could do it in a way that would permit a sophisticated approval to the
other problems as well. I do not know. Ihat is the purpose of the hear-
ing, I gather, biit I would hope that there would be some way of
achieving what the chairman is talking about, a legitimate concern of
protection of the U.S. jobs, highly skilled jobs in industries and th6
skilled trades, proper emphasis by our negotiators against barriers
such as Government purchases and other things. As I understand it,
it is possible for German and oiher (.reneator pro(ucers to bid on U.S.
public generators, but we cannot bid on theirs. That sort of thing
certainly has to be sorted out.

But I would hope it would not just end 'il) on the. question of
whether we are going to sacrifice U.S. manufacturing jobs on tle on
hand, or whether we are going to saeriflce American agriculture on
the other. Tlat is what we have been kind of fighting, to come u) with
something tlat achieves what the chairman is talking about and ye,
do it in a' wvz" that is not lharmful to the otlier sectors of the American

The CmI.Ir. Well. I went alomtlg with the State Dep.artment and
the previous administration with tlat Canadian aulto parts deal. Any-
body' v who is knowledgeable about. that could see that the United States
had to wind ilp with less jobs than you had before. and that is just
exactly" the way it, has worked out. B ut I cane from a State that, did
not I :oduce any automobiles or any automobile parts. and so as far as
this Senator was concerned, if the people who come, from those areas
that produce that think that it is a good thing for the overall economy
to do that and for the world, and for international friendship, Louisi-
ana could certainly stand it if their States (lid.

And frankly. if we are going to have a trade policy where we
saei'ifice tle best industrial jobs in the country for the benefit in an
effort to sell some agricultural products. Louisiana can stand that if
anybody can. I guess if anybody would benefit from it, we probably
would. We (1o not. have many good jobs down there in Louisiana to
lose anyway. So the chances are that, program would be fine as far as
Louisiana is concerned.

But at some point, we had better wonder whether Uncle Sam can
continue all of that. Look at that deficit up there on that chart. And
it is getting worse. So that if the whole country is goifig to. go down
the drain, I do not see where it is going to help much just to get a
low-paid job in Louisina or any other Stnte. for that matter.

Now, let us just see if we can sort this thing out and see whether
we are justified in sacrificing good, high-paid, skilled jobs for no jobs
in order to sell a few agricultural products, or whether it is fairly
clear that we can sell the agricultural products anyway, and if that
is the case, we have done too much of this, you know, giving something
for nothing. I think- itKis time we start getting at least equal value
returned and start winning for a change. That is too much to hope
for. but at least it would be worth thinking at least we might break
even on one of these deals.
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So suppose you explain to us why we ought to abandon the idea
of sector negotiations on the idea that if the Europeans, for example,
let our agricultural products flow into Europe, that we have to let
them make it back by displacing some of our best industrial jobs in
this country.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. BELL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF AGRICULTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Mr. BFJf.L. Thank you, ir. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity
to ceme before the committee this morning to exp lain our view. It
is something that we in the Department of AgricuiIture and the agri-
calttural community in general have been quite concerned with for
the past several months, and we have spent a lot of time working on
this section of the bill.

We feel that in the case of international trade, that the agriculture
community has one of the greatest comparative advantages in terms
of trade. We think that this advantage comes about because we have
an industry, if you want to call it an industry, which is very efficient.
We have a very highly technologically developed agriculture. Our
jobs are not low-l)aying jobs. We are talking aloLt a lINmlern inditstry
wli,.h is ,)rohlblv the inot eflfiient in the world.

Because of our productivity in American agriculture,.and the
nature of the demand for our products, we have no choice but to
export the extra amount of products in order to make full use of our
resources, and due to the increase in productivity, we have increased
our agricultural exports. This past year we exported something like
$20 billion worth of agricultural products. In fact, the chart would

• look a lot. worse in teris of international balance of payments if it
were not for the agricultural trade surplus.

Tie Cr& A It. would look a lot better if you were selling some
of the stuff you were giving away, too. would it not?

Mr. BELL. I was going to mention that, Senator.
Last year we exported $20 billion worth of agricultural products.

We imlorted $10 billion. thosee tliat were exported under tlhe food aid1
program was less than 5 percent of tie total exports. ()f I lie .*21) iil-
lion worth of agricultural products tliat we exported, less t han $1
billion of that was under the Public Law 40 program.

The ('1 1AuIR.Ax. Now. would you mind giving me for the record a
chart of how much we have given away, I mean, just how much we
have given on all of these soft sales, and how much we actually got in
terms of dollars back for all of that stuff from 1950 to 1972, just so we
can see what component the grant and the gift program and the soft
loan sales contributed to our deficit.

You can providethat for the record. That is all right.
Mr. BELL,. Well. in 1972 and 1973 our proportion of concessional, o

export sales in agriculture were very small.
The CHAIR-MA-N. Well, look, I say for the record provide us that

chart.
Mr. BEL!L. All right, I will.
The CTAIRM.NA-. A total for that pecriod.
[The information referred to follows:]



TABLE I.--U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS-.VALUE: SPECIFIED GOVLRNMENTf-FINANCEO PRC RAMS, COMMERCIAL. ANO TOTAL, f.SttL YEARS 1955.73

Itn thbusan4S of dol&lrsl

ooGovernment-SLocal currency Dollar credit gov~ert

'Year ending June 30-
1955 ....... . . . .
1956 _ . ...............
1957 ............ . ..
1958,_ _
1959 ............ . . -.-----

1960 ..... .......
1961-I9 3 _ .. _ _..... ......... . ......
1964 .... . -..................

1965 .... .......... . .. ...

1967 ------- . . . . . ..... .
1969 ......... ......

1970 __66-- -1969 ... . . . . . . . . . . .

1970 .................. .

1971
1972 preliminary.
1973 preliminary ..........

ToW ...................

72,980
438. 848
907. 797
657, 463
724. 146

823.911
951.499

1.029,490
1.088, 135
1.056,138

1.142, 129
8660,76

345,439

301791

5m 398

18, 910
57.223
48. 447

157.684
181,20?
177. 970
299.945
427.009

506.430
539. 224
534.911
652,600

52.090
62.608
51.92
50.991
30,287

37.658
74. 577
8& 255
89. 42
81,437

55,269
86.657
1 M0000
99,675

110. 434

112.821
137. 84O
227.863
159.498

voluntary

13.4.751
185.059
165.187
172, 750
130, 597

105.104
146,340
160 475
173.982
188. 513

183,479
179.5
157.368
150.463
154,.30

127.773
142, 105
151,695
IM2. 422

Barter

124. 604
29k 388
400486
99.29

132,256

149, 193
143,950
196.3G8

47. 447
43458

31.926
32,074
22 477
6.,339
1.ams

Total
AID Govetcreail

4W0. 46
35,4. '70
394.320
227 4042'0,.838

167. 157
186. 033
73 66
13 419
23.455

25. 6
42, 65A
37,331
17.447
11. 481

12,424
S 55.632
66.52383 782

136 071
1,339.373
1. 919. 32
1,209.437
1. 227.124

1.283. o3

1.569"1I 469688
1.441'4

1596 176
1, 3M 533
1. 3m 149
1,296 911
.00. 071

1.06* 239
1. 078 595
I- I3 s9
1. 30 190

Com.a - Toall

2, 09. l4 3.1411.218
2156.8 m~~ 349. §61

2.9081L 60 4 & 242
2. 7%. 535 4.1002 972
2,492.231 171%

3, 235. 951 4 Si. 974
3, 443.919 4. 9 317
3.572.874 5, 142.03
3 607,931 5. 77. 619
4.62X 32 &057 No

4,50.658
5 2W. $91
5..463 182
5- 01a. 560
4.01.21V

5,653.123
6. 67. 979
k1623211,3653,822

6.0%,. 1
6 676 424
6 771.331
6. 31147I
95. 741. 356

6. 721,37

2.046, s212. 394.012

12,291,106 3.601,560 1.719,34 2.938,231 1.732.20 2.453. 59 24,735 500 87 124.397 111.S5, w

aData not revised to include furskips and bulk tobaco and exclude citric acid, fatty acdi, glues, W adhesives nec. 1966 71,

C
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MAr, l~.. Over th ll h.-Iforv, you will l141d that .1%, . 61 7 yearg ago
that lie i1u1blic Jaw 40 .XlHlrZ . l6iplients did make n) a mt a quarter,
but there has beein growth iIll the c'imnercial sFetor (if the agricultural
exL;0rt5, aind I hat is no limg'r the ca. e.

Non', you ;tilt)' .sav that helue of our increa.e ill a tgriultOirul ox-I0 14. wtv ak1,ou Wo1riel louia t lhe trade negot iationsi We fi.l I lat%VP 11ne i ivill 1 teliiJ0irlrv sitiitotioii di to t110ile Wether factors

arollil tlie. wOrlh, 111141 we See ill .4 to 5 years from Iow we itt 'y well
need to hatve the market ti4we'C thiat we tire concerned aut ~ntit tie
Fill lait jm 'Oiiliiiltiitv aig1tin tl ll 1 acsli c uinirkel,All OJi t leads us o the reason why we 1ia\'eerli ahtie -

lol i ! -~.etl~ olt' '! milr i I f oO hi at ot ilt- !o i, hlllA v mi t 1gri-
cultilral commodities comiiig into Othe Ili,td Stales, Yoll see they
aire very low. (ir tiuies art, iily ii tIe vicinily of 5 to 10 percent oil
iiosl of' til aigriclltIlrIl illillOtS, 1111d We have very fOW noialtirf I rad

iareiers. in fact, a1l iti lit' oil otii I hat we have left todlv is ili
iil)ort piiois (tli 4ih1iiv liotllelt -S, wihieh is Iied to sippllot the rice
stiplrt, systeiii for uiilk.

On theiother hnd, we are fated with our mijor trading I)artners in
l'Se-teril Ellrol)e and ,ipaii which hive verV high tralde itaui''iers to

U.S. agricultiral 'odilucts. , For example, in tile clise of grails Coming
ill hcrue fironi overseas, the dulty )volih yid IN ill-ll! ]0 percent.

S-11at0r I IASN. Oi wlilt ?
Mr. Rer.. On grains.
Wiiller'iiqs we haid'iri tie ' of th" E;u rr 11( T 1o16tv. dring

'l l p s Vl' l 1  ,'4-Ji i I ,l- W , fi '(I l" v°i'iIl)P 'nitt '!vieps of over
100 f)ercnt, and if you go to the ,Japane.s market you have a lot of
similar eircumstancis. Something like well over half of the agricul-
tural imports into Japan have duties of over 10 percent.
- If we are going to be put into a position of having to negotiate only

oil it sector- bV-sector Inss. we f,,el that thore can be very, little to come
otit of any trade negotiation for agriculture because' we have very
little to give.

The Cu LIMAN. Let me ask you this. How much do you think you
can sell the Russians and the Chinese if you put them in our trade
program, agricultural products, the Russians and the Red Chinese?

Mr. BIkva,. Well, during ile past 2 to 3 years we have been selling
agricultural products to both the U.S.S.IR and the People's Republic
of China. Iast year we sold theI abolit $70 million o,. .s100 million.
Tie year Ibfore that it was about $1 million. We see that coming
dlOwn ill fI"S411 1975. IV i1r4. not slmx' tllere will be aitv siles. Tfliev
had ai goo! ,,rl) of 'rall ill Ile Sovieti ziiOll last vear. They have
alinother fairly good troti in ltroslpet (his year. l'e have io Iporled
export sales of llgricilltural plrodiils to tile IT.S.S.R. levond the end

11' i!iis 1nonith. In the ciUas, of China, last VQelr we sold thein about $1
billion worth of iigri('ll tllI products. I n* the coinig yetil" it is going
to 1- do.1Wi. Thley have beei able to buil' Supplies front other sources.

'We do see in the longer term context market prospects for our
agricultural products in both the U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic
of China. From a personal standpoint, I see more of a prospect in
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the Soviet Ullim thful I do iil th lo 'pls Repliblic of China because
of the mtemt ite i SI in the developmetit of heir lie"tock
industry.

We 6ummtn though. Semuitor, depend upon tile growth that may
coriie in thct', inarkets in order to take carol of tie in seie in pro-duct ivitv tibt we expcN'r in Americlu agriculture. All of tle stIdi

thal webiu v, complete show that we inu.st inamtain the base export.
markeri it We6tern Europe aiid Japan, and we are still confronted
with tilt tr-dod barriers ill those murkts, particularly in the European
market, that we hadl for the Imst 10 to 15 yearm.6and we feel that
we must. be given all OplhirtmitY to eliminate or reduce tho.e b.irrierm
And we thiuk that tli, cait only be done in tie context of a broadtrade negotiation.Now. tllit I-, llot s,,ill' t'h: ,t wve e\l)Apt ite hliittcd States to give

awAy (VolVINSion. in the industrial A-'tor. jtist to get tlhing"r in __ri-

c'ultur . We will do the lxetlwe can in terms of the agricultiral sector,
blwl we ,re '-aivlg 04,11, 1, not u ioiili l for i- to give In get any tuean-
ingful convcet-ionus And a.s 4nvator Mondale had said earlier, during
(lit' )mt ,'el'aI d+v,, we lave had intel.ive tli.SCIIS-lf)IS With ieilbe r.
of th, sftatff of the ,*Seitots. We think that we have come to ia place
whioe wv iMth c'111 lite oi softe iingliage ad d 111 that e 'an 1111d uip
w'ith it IpoSItion to go into the uiepotat tionls whit'll we both 41n811 ept

Now. we lhad tent ativel. flgreed we woulId trv to divide the time
eqiially I'tw(,m the wittless, .s.o I Bll not going to lsk an' nmro
qtie ,ftions, Mr. Bell. I think I made my position clear.

You nade a gxN'l .s atelleit for yo it r lxOiI ion.
A II quest inls. gelt lenilll

vA-fltor ('ro. WhlYlt JA tho sitnat ion now ? Ave we able to ship our
nict prftlicts. sch i, ' lxxf. into ,Japan

Mr, Bri'l. lit the eila.' of ,lapan. th, is a small quota which is still
tivilldrIe to $I.; in the foluun of metat foz (i, !1ltel trade. If m. memoryy
t, ('orTv ct it i atlott l.wfr) tomi!; Other than uliu t, the markets ill Wt\-
tl ) i rtol,' a d )11 .4-11)Ill are iNallv clI(,ed to iIilorted Ilino l.

lIt lile clai, of - mc'i ne tle slyl,. of grain around the world
i.4 not ill sm)hli'. the trilde bIai, |IN , have wen taken dowi. But since
we, have i large -,iply (if lh.ef which i' tr ving to move to tie market

it 1111,+lkr ,of plae et,+t. (li. harrieh luue gA e le 10 to mu-rease the level of
firo wtcioll ill tha~t zlt'la.

Seniat+,lor ("i Iru~iI 1whavl+t wav a we lpr'-tieally vlosd as far it,--

F, i" O[4' i [ lH l'-I 4 i oI v tt-, 'h I r e o x I l t u wd I
.Mr. I B i. Int the 4a.e of Imuur ole. Swiator. (hey are eln',tl. Tle'

iave an mtilhrlgo on all imIXpots of h*f from 'ointries outside of the
EnI.mpealn ( ' oui11,ni1tv tllgi li the vld 1-4 t his nmoluth. and the agri-
4111t taih oflh, i,1, within f lit, (Corlumim Ma[nrkt.! arte flow voliderin g
wvhelel, or Ilot tlat iloporl enihargo will count m e for ,everal mionthls.
We are tirging, them to take it off.

.4vitaimu ( 'uuff I think it is lnio- imilt)I alt O ut gie to ourelne4, o ltiatoi, every wenont mid tevery power lit'e., 4r i order to tako
C11i" of thi; probhiii. I happen to represent in part a State that feeds
more tile than anyi other State ill ie Ulmiol, Not too 11a131v months
OZo, Choice and Prime hcer' wele selling at arou i d a hind red.
Thoy dropped down to in the .. Ys. Sometime. they wvould go til) near
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$10. but n1ly people hart gonv broke. Others have h1ad to borrow.
Souie Il e had to sell their latd to pay t heir debts.

This year it is backing up an d reichilig tie 'aulher., tle producer
of cattle. I think Senator 11ansen will bear me out that yearlings or
calves that. probably are 15 months old e, aehed a point.,vletre they were
between $70 and $S0 a hundred. Now they are selling for $23 ind S,22.
We are faved with a very., very severe sit in tile fivcstock in-
dustr , an ole of the big problems is that these trade barriers. welre
there is a potential ntarket for protein, incat. is the Ist in the world,
and you 'cannot get to th,,m. 'FlTat is why I have 11o desire to hurt a1y
seglent of industry. but to narrow negotiations down by a law to a
particular sector wIll not produce jobs in this country. It is not good
for our overall economy, and will cause jobs to diminish. As well, it
will do great damage to our trade balance and to our agricultural
growth.

Thank you. That is all.
The CltAxlRWAN. Furt hex (iest hnis, gent lenmn ?
Seilxtor hAN-s!N-. 1 have 110ie ions, Mr. ( 'hai riu:uu.
Thel0 (IAMO.N. Any further 4 tiestiones?
Senator I3,n-r. I would like to a-k one. Mr. chairmann .
We have heard reference to a proposed solution to this problem

which apparently has IWI1 discuIssed by representfntives of the various
areas involved.

Are we going to have this information giiern to uis during the hear-
ing. or will this he a vailtlde to u'. afterwat d ? aThe Cix.\i.%Ax. I ailn ill fivor of grettinrg all tile iiformirtiou we
cair. but, I believe we have a witness here to test ify for (ho other ..ide
of the argument.

Mr. I Wi.;4 We have solue la,,.uage which we have worked out witlh
the offices of the Senators, that we could submit, Senator Bennett, if
that, is what, you are asking.

Senator rIoTii. Mr. (Chairman ?
Senator BENx.Niar. Why (to you not read it to us?
Mrt. I W.i,,. What Wt, wvou~I Ilp role to do, Sellat oxr Betlllett. is to

inake an addition to tle W14 langiuge. It woNtld be ll (a). 'The over-
till IU.S. lnegohlialing objective. under sections 1(1 and 102, shall Ihe to
olbtaili ilore Opell and equital~le market a1'evss. and the eliuuinatiou
and reduction of devices whi4h distort trade.

(b) As a means of achieving the negotiating objectives set forth in
paragraph (a) to the maxinium extent feasible, the negotiations shall
include the elimination and reduction of agricultural trade barriers
and distortion+ in conjunction with tile elimination and reduction of
inl ist ial trade barriers and (list ort ionIs.

And after liat would follow as 1,)(a) the language which had beel
stbimitted earlier.

[The languagre in fill follows :1
i n lri t. Nru;er.vr'1 N (-I i.'i yi'IVI'

lOI a) Tthe overall I tnlted State', neg tlatilng objective under secti'ons 101 aniail
102 ,dli tbe, to obtaili itore own and teiultable market access ani tile ellnlaixlieu
and reduetiaan of devices which distort trade.

0) .As a tueans of achieving the negotiating objective set forth In paragraph
Ia 1. to) lile naximumln extent feasitble, lvo tlations shall Ie conducted on a basis
which leads to an ill tegrated elimination and reduction of agricultural and indtls-
trial trotte harriers and (list ort ots,

42 -120-74-- -3
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105(a) A principal tilted Stats negotiating objective under sections 101 and
102 shall be to obtain, to the maximum extent feasible, with respect to each prod-
uet sector of manufacturing, and with respect to agriculture, competitive opportu-
tities for United States exports to the developed countries of the world equivalent
to the competitive opportunities afforded in the United States markets to tle
Importation of like or similar products, taking into account all harriers (inclding
tariffs) to and other distortions of international trade affecting that sector.

b) As a means of achieving the negotiating objective set forth in paragraph
(a). to the extent consistent with the objective of maximizing overall economic
benefit to the i'nited States (through maintaining and enlarging foreign markets
for prmincts of U.S. agrleultii,-rIndustry, mining and commerce, through the
development of fair and equitable market opportunities, and through open and
nondi,rimiitatory world trade), negotiations under section 102 shall, to the extent,
feasible, Ie conducted ou the lbass of each product sector of malfacturlng.

(c) For purposes of this section and of section 135, the Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations together with the Secretary of Commerce, Agriculture. or
Labor, as appropriate, shall, after consultation with the Advis)ry Committee for
Trade .Negotia(ions established by section 135 and after consultation with inter-
es ted private organizations, identify appropriate product sectors of manufac-
turing.

td) Whenever the Presilent determines that competitive opportunities In one
or more product spetors will be significantly affected by a trade agreement con-
Cluded inder sections 101 and 102 he shall submit to the Congress with each such
nareement an analysis of the extent to which the negotiating objective set forth in
paragraph (a) Is achieved by such agreement in each such product sector or
product sectors.

Senator BF v-E,'r. Thank you. I am glad to have this as part of the
record because since the-

MIf\ BEL,. Senator Bennett, I perhaps should make clear that that
woNld be an additional section. We would end up with two sections.

Senator Bi:xx''r. I understood that from your earlier statement.
fr. BELL. Thank you, sir.

The CIAIMIAN. I just want to put agriculture on that chart that
_ We have bTn looking at up here. In 1950, on that same chart, of our
t6tal employment, we had about 12 percent of our employment in
anric-11tire. Xow we have got 4- and no matter what you do about
these markets, you are going to have less than that next year and the
year after.

Now, can you just get, a ruler and draft that on there now?'
Now, we do all we can for agriculture, and I do not kiomw nothingg

that has been done for then that I have not voted for.
How are We going to displace them? How are we going to replace

all of these manufacturing jobs that we lose if we keep trading off
the jobs in agriculture from agricultural exports? We keep trading
off our industrial jobs or manufacturing jobs.

Now, those Ianufacturing jobs are that without which a community
can become a ghost, town. People cannot stay alive in a community
taking in each other's washing. They have got to have something to
bring in some cash.

Now, if we are going to tontinue that trend, where are we going to
get the jobs back ? 'T'hat is the problem that bothers me.

Now, here are some of the things that we did for agriculture. I think
I voted for every bit of it. We voted for price, supports to encourage
production. I voted for it. Export subsidies to encourage exports;
import protection inder section 22. Ve have quotas on dairy products
and -ome want. to tighten that up. We have meat quotas, and I voted
for that. We had wheat quotas, we had quotas ol other products.
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Now, agriculture is very competitive, and I want to help agriculture.
But frankly it seems to me ae though it would be a better deal for a
taxpayer in this country just to buy some of the products needed to
feed the shrimp out in the Gulf of Mloxico to increase the shrimp
yield, if you could not do any better, rather than to trade off your
best manufacturing jobs to ti to maintain a market for those products
when it is easy enough to develop other markets for those l)roducts.

Mr. BELT,. Senator, we are not trying to advocate that we are going
to trade off jobs in order to sell more agricultural products . Our point
is that trade negotiations should take into account the ability of vari-
ous sectors to compete and to develo) their skills, and in thtit context,
we feel that the agricultural sector ias a distinct advantage. We can
never meet the- full potential of Aherican agriculture without the
ex)ort markets, and that we must be given an opportunity in conjunc-
tion witlf industry to attempt to reduce the trade barriers which we
are confronted with.

The reason that we have a decline in the employment sector and in
the agricultural sector is because of the increase in productivity which
has taken place. That is part of the reason why we have to have the
export markets.

The CHAUIYtAN. Well, (1o you favor a 30-hour week for agriculture,
20-hour week so it could put more people to work in agriculture?

Ilow are we going to put more l)eol)le to work? That is what I want
to know. I would like to see the answer to the $C4 question.

Senator BENr-Nrr. Mr. Chairman, there is a statistic in the back of
m." mind that has always intrigued me. The percentage of the popu-
lation employed in agriculture began to decline in George Wrzlhing-
ton's time, and has declined on a steady rate ever since, as our ability
to produce more per acre and per man has increased, and the way to
put. more people to work in agriculture is to require them to go back
to the horse-drawn plow and eliminate the

Senator HAMSSEN. Harvesters?
Senator BENNETo. NO, 1 al thinking about-
Senator HiNsEN. Fertilizer?
Senator BENNET'. 'Yes, fertilizer. Eliminatd the fertilizer.
Senator HANSEN. Well, we have'got the help of tlle EPA in that.

They are doing all they can.
The ChARM.AN. Does agriculture advocate that program ? I iustf

wonder, how do you plan to put fhe people to work that. we are dis-
|)lacilg out of manufacturing? We had 38 percent of our work force
in there. Now they are down to 27, and those are good jobs that we are
losing.

Now, how are we going.to-if that trend continues, is that what
agriculture would like to do, go back to the horse instead of the
tractor?

.MIr. I3ELTi. Certainly not. Senator. You mentioned that the farmers
were working only 30 hours a week. I think that most of them would
dispute that. They put in a lot more hours than 40 a week.

"he C IIA IAN. 'No. I asked you the question, (1o you want to go to
a 30-hour week? I asked you that as a question.

Mr. BELL. Well, that is my point, Senator. If we are unable to de-
velop'the export markets, we. are going to have such surplus capacity,
,we are going to have to reduce back to. a 30-hour week. We want to
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have access to foreign markets so that we call develop the full poten-
tial and we can use tlhe productivity that is in American agriculture.
We do not want to go back to a 30-hour week.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you know, we will find other ways to dispose
of surplus food.

Senator HANX 8sE N. Mr: Chairman) would you yield for an observa-
tion?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator hANSEN. Well, you know, I happen to be in the cattle busi-

ness, or was. I have not checked with my banker lately. I may be out
of it for all I know. But what Senator Curtis says is eminently true.
People who are afflicted with inflation and some with unemployment
problems, find allies, philosophical allies among farmers and ranchers
and among cattle ranchers particularly these days because of. what
has been happening in the cattle business.

I can tell you that the sheepman is practically out of business on
account of predators, and we are not far behind him, because of a
different problem. But the fact is that we do have an import quota
law on beef. We are not talking about trying to export American beef
around the world. We would be satisfied if every other country in the
world would stop importing beef into this country. That is our
problem.

As you said, Japan, for all practical purposes, might just as well
not have any imports. We can, I think you said, export, to that country
1,000 tons a, year. That does not mean very many cattle, maybe 4,000
head of cattle, or fewer, even. I would not know.

But in any event, you cannot sell any to the European communities.
.These countries have reflected their growing concern over the im-
balance of payments which has been triggered primarily because the
oil-exporting countries of the world, which did not appreciate our
foreign policies, imposed an embargo last winter and now have in-
creased the price of oil worldwide. Every industrialized country and
those developing ones have had to take steps to do everything they
posibly could to stop the outflow of cash, since they have recognized
that they are all in an energy intensive activity. They know they have
got to have energy, so they have said, do not slip any meat here. And
as a consequence, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, and Denmark. all
of the countries around 'the world that normally have been finding
markets in other parts of the world, now are heading their shipments
to the United States.

And I can say one thing. We are going to lose some more jobs in
manufacturing because if the trend continues as we now see it, Mr.
Chairman, there really will not be much sale for agricultural machin-
ery. We might have'the demand, but we will not have any money
with which to buy machines. That is just about the way it is.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that the
export, of agricultural products is a very big boost to domestic employ-.
ment. Agriculture buys tremendous amounts of iron and steel, tractors,
plows, cornpickes, drills, every kind of machine you can imagine
is made with steel, fencing and posts, and I could go on and on. One
of the biggest purchasers of iron and steel is the agriculture industry.

Now, if we do back to having up to 20 million acres lie idle, it is
that many acres that are not using machines, and it is not only iron

y
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and steel, but the tires that are on the big trucks and heavy tractors
and other machines. Agriculture is one of the biggest purchasers of
rubber products. So far as the chemical industry is concerned, I do
not know what the figures are, but I am inclined to believe that perhaps
agriculture is the biggest purchaser of chemicals. We use them for
fertilizer. We use them for pesticides. We use them in all of these
activities.

Now, if we cannot export those items, our Thnd is not going to be
used. is not going to be fertilized.

I will not take up any more time.
Senator TALMAD E. Would the Senator yield?
Senator CURTIs. Yes.

'Senator TArADGE. If my memory serves, me correctly. about 25
,percent of all jobs in the U'nited States are related to agriculture.

Senator CURTIS. I think that is correct.
And if agriculture cuts back by a fourth. they would bave to cut

back that much if they Were content merely with the local market,
it would cut back a fourth of the iobs.

Now. I have no ill will or hostility toward any segment of the
American economy. I want them all to have jobs. I think they are to
be commended for entering into this compromise language. We tried
for a long time-

Senator MONDALF. Would the Senator yield?
Senator Cun'rs. May I just finish this sentence?
One of the big stumbling blocks in this language was the question

of whether the negotiations shall e in conjunction with or integrated,
and for a long time agriculture insisted on integration. It would be
preferable, but in the interests of harmony, and because they have
an interest in the entire economy of the country, this last. version, they
are agreeing to the term "in conjunction with." I think it is a very
reasonable settlement, and I believe that, all the parties are to be
commended for it.

I yield to you.
The CimTArIIA. I would like to call on Senator Roth because he

has had his hand up for-some time, and then I will call on Mr.
Mondale.

Spnttor ROT. Mr. Secretary, did I understand you at the end of
your remarks to say that you thought that you and the other interested
parties would be able to come to some kind" of agreement on language ?

Mir. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator ROTH. How soon do you think that would be possible?
Senator BENN'rIr. The language is before us.
Senator Curris. Last night.
Senator ROT!i. Has this language been agreed to by industry as well

as agriculture?
Mrr. BErLT,. I cannot really speak for industry. It is my understanding

that they have. Senator.
Senator ROTH. Let me ask you this question if I may, and I might,

point out that in my State tle two principal industries, if you want
to iall it that, are agriculture and chemicals.

I was a little bit concerned when you spoke of going back in farm-
ing to the horse and buggy days and selling no fertilizer. That hits
both. But I really cannot understand the inability of the two groups
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to get together. In talking to the people ini Delaware, both in agri-
culture and industry, there seemed to be some understanding of the
problem. I think it'is time that you people sit down and come back
with some agreement.

Let me ask you this: the Delaware dairy people have come to me
expressing som~e of the same concerns as industry. Is there anything

.wrong with putting language in to say that the negotiators should
at least consider sector by sector.as he approaches negotiations, in the
permissive sense, and not mandatory?

What is wrong with that ?
Let me ask you, in the agricultural area, would you not want us

to consider in negotiations the impact it would have on the dairy
industry?

Mr. BtELL. I would be quite willing, Senator, to sit down and' talkwith the European Community in terms of grain on grain or cotton
on cotton or something like that. My point is that due to the imbalance
which exists between the trade barriers in Europe and Japan on the
products we export and those that come in hbre, there is Yrym little
that we can offer in order to get their barriers down. Just in the
agricultural area-

Senator Rom. I am agreeing with you. I think it is most important
that we promote the sale of agricultural products, but I think in doing
so that it is also important that our noaotiators consider sector by
sector the impact to eaoh industry. I just do not see where-I don't see
why the problems.

Mr. BELL. We are willing, Senator, to consider it. We do not want to
be restricted to it. And I think that that is what you are saying.

Senator RTH. But what we are suggesting is that the language
provide the negotiator, when he begins to negotiate, ought to look at
the whole impact on the economy, Rgticulture, including the dairy
products and others, but he also ought to look at the impact industry
by industry. That is all the language that I have seen proposed. It
has not. been mandatory, it has only been permissive. Isn't that correct?

Mr. BELL. In the original language which we saw we did not feel
that that was the case. In the-discussions we have had during the past
several days with the other groups. we feel that we have language
which we'all agree says, Senator, what you are saying.

Senator RoTH. Just one final question. Are you willing to have any
language in there that in the penissive sense says that they oug0t to
look at the problem sector by sector. not mandatory, but permissive.
Do vou have any objection to that ?

Mr. BEr,LL. No, sir.
Senator Ron. Thank vou. Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mondale.
Senator MONDALr.. Well I think Senator Roth pretty well developed

the point I wanted to make. As I said earlier, Congressman Karth
from St. Paul, Minn., proposed what is now section 104 of the House
bill which is sector by sector, and in the committee I proposed an
alternative which required the STR to focus on sector-by-wector
matter, but also to give him discretion to do what is.necessary in the
overall bargaining, and I think in the light of the realities of the
bargaining.
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And then there were long periods of negotiation with Congressman
Karth. with the Department of Agriculture, with farm groups. with
the whole range of industry groups trying to come up with something
that meets the concerns of the industrial sector that also meets the
legitimate concerns of agriculture, and I think we are pretty close.
One of the problems was the Department of Agriculture was so slow
that we would have had this done 3 weeks ago. No criticism, however.

The CIl3M1ANX. Any further questions? I believe that concludes the
time we had for this witness.

Mr. BmEi. Senator, I would like to submit for the record the entire
text of this wording that we worked oi. We did do some changing in
the lower levels.*

lie ('t .. x. Any additional thought that ocCurs to you, submit
that too. and if I have given you a hard time I want to express my
profound apology. All I am trying to do is to get the truth. I think
you have come near to giving ie the information that I want. You
know what I want to find-out, if I left any doubt.

TIhank you very much.
The ChATIRA N. Now I would like to, call Mr. David Dawson. Is

he here?
Mr. DAWSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well suppose you just identify yourself, Mr.

Dawson.

STATEMENT OF DAVID DAWSON, OFFICE OF THE CHEMICALS
INDUSTRY TRADE ADVISER

Mr. DAWSON. Yes, indeed, I am Mr. David Dawson. I am director
of the Du Pont Co. I retired'a year ago as an active employee, and I
have since been working with five trade associations in the chemical
industry.

The CHIRMAN. I would like for you to explain the case for sector
negotiations.

Mr. DAwsoN. I will attempt to do so. It can be introduced by
noting the reasons why we in the chemical industry are deeply con-
cerned that there be an attempt to negotiate on the sector basis. The
balance of trade of the chemical industry in 7 months of this year
was $3 billion on an f.o.b. basis, and on the more significant tIF
basis it was $2.86 billion. That afinualizes to be $5 billion per year,
and that represents an estimated-

The CHAmMAN. Hold on just a minute. We are having a few com-
mentaries up here. As soon as we get through conferring among our-
selves, we will hear you out. I just want'to be sure you are heard.

All right. Go ahead, sir.
Mr. DAWSo N. The $5 billion a year favorable trade balance in1974-
The CJIAIRMAN. In your industry I
Mr. D.kwsoN. It is abnormally large. It represents something in

excess of 100,000 jobs. One cannot determine a detailed figure for it
without knowing the makeup.

See p. 18.

i
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The CHAIRMfAN. Do you think just your surplus represents 100,000?
Ir. DAWSON. This represents a surplus-of-trade balance, exports

minus imports, running for the first 7 months at a rate of $5 billion
and that represents more than 100,000 jobs in the chemical industry.
Now obviously $5 billion is very tempting to negotiators on the other
side of the table, and they are going to go for it.

The second reason of course is the so-called nontariff barrier, the
American selling price. As we mention in our testimony, we are
perfectly willing to see it traded. We feel it should be traded only
for what it is worth, and that a large part of what it is traded for
should be in the chemical industry and certainly not in apples or
b,ananas or whiskey or tobacco. And we think that the temptation
will be strong to settle the negotiation by pushing the balance, the
trading value, over into the agriculture area. We think it should be
resisted.

Much of the industry felt that the Congress should require not
only seetoral negotiations, but even sectoral recip'rocity, and in our
oi'igInal testimony in March we so recommended.

We have, however, become, I think. convinced. at least much of the
industr'v las. that this would place r::strictions on negotiators of such

alalnitude that perhaps negotiations would effectively be a failure.
We still urge, however, most strongly' that the law require the negotia-
tions hie on a pectoral basis, even though reciprocity is not required,
to the mnaximum extent feasible, and that the negotiators report to
the Coln!ress on a seet oiral basis what balances they have achieved: This
is provided in the House wor(ling, and we frankly would prefer the
1Iouse version in this area with the further addition that both tariff
and nontariff barriers be included and that it not be restricted-to
11onita i'i f1' bIarriers.

Ihowev'er, we have been having extended discussions with the office
oF the STR and with some of the staff of your committee. We have
bleen attempting to arrive at satisfactory language. We thought we
had such, but it did not, appear to be satisfactory to the agricultural
interestsz. Furflier negotiations apparently proceeded ist night. with
whIicl I am not familiar.

Regardless of the debates and the negotiations on exact. wording,
we would say that'you can't expect negot iators to have sectoral reci-
procity.- You can tell them, and should tell them, that they should
negotiate on a sectoral basis and that they should report the result
of their final deals on a sectoral basis. That is the meaning of a lan-
guagre which has been discussed by the industrial group and which we
thought was satisfactory and could be adopted.

The CHAMRMA.s. I yield my place to Sefiator llartke.
Senator ILATKITI. Tet me ask you, in this field have you come to an

understanding on this conflict which exists between the so-called agri-
cultural group and your group? Is there an understanding now or is
there not an understandint or is there the threads?

Mr. D,\wsoN. Apparently there were negotiations conducted last
night into the early hours of the morning. I was in Wilmington. I
came down on the train this morning. I am not, privy to those. I do not
know whether anything approaching a satisfactory compromise has
been reached. I was given to understand that it was not satisfactory,
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that agriculture is still apparently not willing to say that negotiations
should be conducted on a sectoral basis, and a report should be made
on a sectoral basis. And that is the guts of what we are arguing for.

Senator HARTKE. Isn't it true that within the agriculture groups
themselves that there is a desire to further sectorialize the sector for

~ the trade negotiations?
Mr. DA wsoN. As I read their language as it existed several days ago,

it seemed to me that it was placing on the negotiators many more
restrictions than the language which we proposed because it came
close to saying that they must make trades of industry for agriculture.

SenatorIAITKE. That is right. Now in the Common Market coun-
tries, under their common agricultural policy, haven't they had almost
a complete failure to come to any type of accommodation with the
United States ?

Mr. DAWSON. That is my understanding. I am no expert in the agri-
cultural market, but I gather they 'still disagree. Even as of this
morning, Germany is apparently taking a strong position.

Senator HIrKE. That is right. They are havinmdifficulty, but Ire-
land and :Britain came in and, quite honestly, there were special
arrangements made again but most of these were to benefit the agri-
cultural community and had no benefit to the manufacturing sector;
isn't that true?

Mr. DAwsoN. That is my understanding.
Senator HA rE. I think all of us are interested in getting a trade

'bill, and I think what the chairman has eloquently expressed is our
great concern for a trade bill as well as helping the agriccultitral sector,
but not at the expense of the manufacturing sector. Isn't that the es-
sence of your problem?

Mr. DAWSON. It is indeed. And we feel that the structure is such
that if the negotiators do not understand the desire of the Congress,
there will be a great temptation to achieve a settlement that trades
industry concessions for those of agriculture.

Senator HARTRE. You understand that you cannot maintain an in-
flexible position?

Mr. DAWSON. That is true indeed.
Senator HARTRE. You think that the negotiate s sho ld have some

flexibility but in order to prevent the destruction of the n a.nufacturng
base of America, it is necessary to report back to Congress so that
Congress can pass upon the ultimate decisions which are suggested by
the negotiators.

Mr. DAwsoN. That is a good summary of our position, or of my
position.

Senator HARTKE. I see nothing wrong with it, Mr. Chairman, and 'I
would hope that the committee can understand that if we are going to
have p oaAxoing to buy the goo4. of America, we are also

-going to have tohave peope o have so Jobs, and we have to have
some industry inAmerica topodff-~os

The CHAIRHAN. Does the gentleman have a uestion?
Senator BENNETr. Yes. What proportion of the total percentage of

the American chemical industry is being ex ported I How big is this
problem in terms of the total gross output of the industry?

42-120--74----4
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Mr. DAWSON. The exports are running at a rate of about $8 billion,
and I am only estimating. For the record I would have to give you a
reliable figure, but I would guess that it is under '10 percent.

[Mr. Dawson subsequently submitted the following statement:]
1973 chemical exports of $5.75 billion amounted to 10.1% of total U.S. ship-

nints.

Senator BENN Tr. All right. Now, what proportion of the products
of your industry are sold to American agriculture?

Mr. DAwsoN. I do not have that figure in mind.
Senator BNNFJTr. Somebody has suggested 25 percent?
.Mr. DAWSON. I think that is very high. Obviously almost all fertil-

izer industry products go into agriculture and one can add to that
pesticide industry products. But together they are much less than
25 percent, I am confident. Again, those figures can be developed andsuppled...Tr. )awson subsequently submitted the following statement:]

According to Department of Commerce figures, sales of agricultural chemicals
to American agriculture was about 5.9% in 1973, Commerce includes fertilizers
and pesticides, the predominant agricultural chemicals, In this category. Other
chemicals (such as additives in rubber tires and gasoline) are important to agri-
cultural progress, but there is no means to estimate their volume.

Senator BENNm. The reason I raise the question is that I think
you should be thinking about what proportion about the trade-off
between these two factors and whether it is worthwhile for the chem-
ical industry to risk a reduction of the -consumption by American
agriculture in order to preserve what you have said earlier was-an
unusually high volume of exports. It seems to me as you first began
to testify, you said that the average lately has been about $3 billion
trade surplus, but it got up to $5 billion' last year. Did I hep r that
wroig. /-

Mr. DAWSON. That is not correct, Senator. It is running at an
annual rate in the first 7 months of this year at $5 billion. It had been
running last year as I recall at something around $3.3 billion.

Senator B.NNE'rr. All right. It's running unusually high.
Mr. DkwsoN. Yes; and part of it is price, of course.
Senator BF NNr. I think we should try and get these figures into

focus. There is another figure that I think should be put into the
record. and I am quoting it from memory only, and maybe the Special
Trade Representative can correct me. What proportion of our gross
national product is involved in our total foreign trade? It's about 4
percent as I remember.

Mr. EBERL. Approaching 6 percent now.
Senator BNNTrr. All right. It's 6 percent, so we are talking about

a small fraction of our total GNP and we mustn't get carried 4way
with the idea that We are talking about a major part of our economy.

Senator HARTRE. Would the Senator yield on that point?
Senator BNxmr. Yes.
Senator HARTKr. And if the Special Trade Representative wants to

give us a figure, I'd be glad to do it. You are talking about the gross
national product but when you 'deal with the trade in the figures of
actual manufactured goods", you are dealing with closer to 25 percent.
Isn't that correct?



M . EBERLv:. It ils~about 14 percent on the manufacturers and it is
/over 20 percent of a icultura1 production.

Senator HArKE. Yes. In other words, when you talk about the
gross national product of the country, you are dealing with a different
figure; and when you are talking about trade you are dealing with
something that is closer to 20 percent. So I do not think it is insignifi-
cant.

Senator BENNETT. The reason I wanted to get it in the record is that
earlier in the discussion there was an inference that we are going to
create a recession by destroying many, many, many jobs in the Amer-
ican economy. But we are talking about an economy that has an em-
ployment of something around 85 million people and 100,000 jobs.
That as it is, is not going to throw the American economy into a
recession.

The CHAIRMAN. If I might just put one oar in at this point; isn't
it par for the course that as-soon as you lose your export market, your
domestic market is lost in short order after that too?

Mr. DAWSON. Y0u are certainly threatened with that.
The CHAIRMAN. If you lose 100,000 under a free trade deal, doesn't

it usually mean that then that is not the end of it. You are then trying
to save yourself in your own market I

Mr. DAwso,,. Senator Bennett, I would like to debate with you how
much it takes to throw you into a recession. If we go from 4.5 percent
unemployment to 6, we thiik we are in a recession, don't we?

Senator BgNN'rr. How many is 1 percent? How many jobs do we
have to lose to go from 4.5 to 61

Mr. DAWSON. 850,000, roughly.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have some other representatives here to

tell you about the electrical industry and the iron and steel industry
too.

Senator CURTIS. Just a question or two. Mr. Dawson, do you repre-
sent the association or are you associated with some chemical company?

Mr. DAWSON. I am speaking for the five chemical trade associations:
the ManUfacturing Chemist's Association, the Society of Plastics In-
dustry-

Senator Cuniii. I understand. Are you yourself associated with any
chemical manufacturer?

Mr. DAWSON. Yes, I am a director of the Du Pont Co.
Senator CumrIs. What are the principal chemical products that you

manufacture in sizable volume?
Mr. DAwsoN. In Da Pont?
Senator Cuiis. Yes.
Mr. DAwsoN. Textile fibers are the largest single product line we

have. There are a variety of those: nylon, dacron, lycra, et cetera.
Plastics are probably the second largest, pigments, paints, rubber
chemicals, photo products, photographic film, X-ray film, I cannot
name them all, but there are a dozen of them.

Senator CuRris. Do you manufacture fertilizer?
Mr. DAWSON . We do not manufacture fertilizer.
Senator CuwTis. But the chemical industry generally does.
Mr. DAwson. Oh yes.

I Senator Cumrr s. And how about pesticides?
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Mr. DAWSON, Yes, we manufacture pesticides, herbicides, insecti-
cides, fungicides.

Senator Cuwrxs. In fact, that is a sizable item in the overall chemicalindustryMr. DAwso1 It is indeed, both here and abroad.

Senator CURTIS. Yes. Now have you OK'd any compromise language
at all that would be acceptable to your group?

Mr. DAWSON. Senator, I apologize gain. I am nob privy to what
proceeded last night, I am told by my assistant that a compromise
satisfactory to us was not achieved, but I have not seen the language.
I cannot answer. Prior to that time when these, hearings were called. I
thought the situation was that, we had before the committee two sets of
language. One which the Agriculture Department would agree to and
to which the industrial sector would not agree, and another to which
the industrial sector would agree and the Agriculture Department
would not agree.

Senator Cumrs. Well it is my understanding, and I have looked
at the language some myself, that the Agriculture Department sub-
stantially agrees with the last thing that was submitted. But I was
puzzled about your testimony this morning, because I gathered from
it that you were standing pat on the House bill language.

Mr. DAWSON. I did not say that, sir. I said that we still feel that
the House bill language is the best answer to this problem, but that
in an effort to get the thing moving we have had extensive discus-
sions with your staff and With ST, and we have effectively com-
promised our position and we came up with something that we thought
was imminemtly satisfactory, .but which did not appear to be satis-
factory to the Agriculture Department.

The CHATRMAN. I just want to make it clear about all these deals.
I am. against combine I ain't in on, and I think that is how this
Senator feels about this--and I wasn't consulted about all of these
negotiations-as far as this Senatqr is concerned. And I want to decide
for myself what I think is right. 'I think that is what most Senators
are going to want to do. I'd like to hear both sides of the arguments.

Senator MONDALE. Would the Senator yield?
The ChAmMAN. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. I believe that the chairman is quite correct, and'

r don't blame him. But in fairness to what was going'on under your
leadership you asked us to see if we could work something out, and
of course anything we do work out has to be approved by the full
committee. But what was being undertaken I think was being under-
taken at the suggestion of the committee.

Trhe CiMR-rANX. Well, I came here expecting to see a good fight, and
I hope I'see it before--I'd like to hear both sides of the argument.
By the time we have heard both sides, I think we can-well, go on.
Senator.

Senator CUITIS. No I an through.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask Mr. Dawson

the same question that I asked the agricultdral representative. As I
understand your position, you are not asking that the language be
mandatory. "What. you are asking is that the negotiators as they ap-
proach negotiation, be required to consider sector by sector. You also
said that you wanted a report afterward.

11
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Mr. )AwsoN. Yes.
Senator RoTn. So if I understand what you dre saying, and if the

prior witness reflects the agricultural community, it doesn't seem to
me, Mr. Chairman they are that far apart. It. seems to me that-

Mr. DAWSON. I dlid not think we were. I think there may be some
disagreement. I don't hear them saying they are willing to contemplate
a mandatory sector balance report.

Senator fRoTri. That point was not raised.
Mr. DAwsoN. And that I think should be mandatory.
Senator ]BEN N'Jmr. Would the Senator yield?
Senator ROri. Yes.
Senator BENNE%-r. Is it the position of the witness that the trade

representatives must approach negotiations and conduct them on a
sectoral basis and then must report to us before he can shift from that
to a more general basis?

Mr. DAwsON. I don't think either the House language or the lan-
guage which we proposed as a modification of it would require that.

Senator BENN'Mr. What position does the report have in the process?
Mr. DAWSON. It simply forces the negotiators to realize that it is

toe sense of Congress that they wish to maintain a reasonable degree
of sctoral balance. The negotiators will have to justify to the Con-
gress the final conclusions which they reached with the other parties
by reportifig the degree of balance "which they have achieved.

Senator Rorii. If I might step again. Fundamentally, you are agree-
ing to the language being permissive.

Mr. DAWSON. Oh, entirely, except for the reporting part.
Senator RoTni. Except for the reporting; yes.
Senator M ONDAIL. Would I be out of place?
The CHAIRMAN. Let us let Senator-all right, go ahead.
Senator HAN8sRN. I want to hear from my eader because I have not

been informed of thee meetings, and I am quite interested.
Senator MONDALE.. I was not in on it either, but I think we asked, in

fairness to those who are participating, I think they were doing so at
least in the thought that they were trying to help the conunittee, and
of course we would review what they came up with. What they were
trying to do is to compromise to achieve your objective, and Ithink
What you are saying this morning is pretty much the basis of the
compromise. In other words, it puts the pressure on the STR to the
fullest extent possible to pursue a sector-by-sector analysis and then
with the report language and with the President required to report,
and the language says:

As a means of achieving the negotiation objectives of our country to the ex-
tent consistent with the objective of maximizing the overall economic benefit
to the United States negotiations shall to the extent feasible be conducted on
the basis on each product sector of manufacture.

And then it roes on to say that the STR must meet with tie trade
group, the advisory committees and that whenever the President de-
termines the competitive opportunities of one or more product sectors
would be significantly affected by the trade agreement he shall sub-
mit to the ongres. or reach an agreement that acknowledges the
extent to which each of these obWetives set forth has been achieved.

The idea is to put the heat on the STR to make certain that he con-
siders and negotiates with an idea toward what the chairman is con-
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t-erned about, that no product line besold out, but, that he have author-,
ity to pumrsue what he thinks is in the 1".t interest overall. It, seeis
to me that there is no way on Earth that we can prejudge in every
respect whlzt tle Spccial I'rade Rept'el Itait i e is going to (1 in these
long negotiations without undermining his ability to do the best job.

In Iy opiniol, what we should ask tile Special Tr"1ade ltepre.setative
is to get the btost cards fie has tgo and play them the best he can because
if we don't let him1 pnt all of his best cards tit once, he is goitig to lose
bargaining power in the overall, but. to be mindful that we do not.
want. American jobs ht( out or we don't want particular industries
ignored, and we want them to consult fully with the industries affected
and the unions affected, the employees iiffeted, and to do it. in the
1*ft way to come out withI the best l;argain we have. I dont know any
other way of doing it. I think the more we try to specify A, 1, C, 1),
:, F, we may un rmiine his ability to have all of the cards that he
needs,

M I-. DAwsoN. I do not disagree with you at all, Senator, and I think
it ought to be lpossible to get. language bich reflects that.

Senator MON r.%i:. Thank you.
The C I .MAAN. Senator Hanson I
Senator l-I AsN. Mr. Dawson, you mentioned I believe that the

I)u Pont (o. prod(lles textike fi er, pla-stics, pignients, paints, rubber
products, photographic film, as well as other things. What has been
your situat ion with respect to raw materials from which these deriva-
tives are made? Are you having trouble I Is natural gas an.important
soiree I

Mr. DAwSoN. Yes; the answer to your question is we are having a
lot of traubl We are having trouble in volume, and of course, we
are having even more trouble in price

Senator lI IANs.N. Do you use any imported LNG or so fariave you
been using it?

Mr. DAWSON. No; we have been using entirely locally produced
natural gas.

'Senator HA N SEN. Now in plastics, is natural gas your major raw
material in the manufacture of plastics?

Mr. 1)AwsoN8. The ethane-propane fraction of natural gas is an
important material for a number of plastics.

SelltN, Al, d that. is beconmi:g ilncreasqigly difficult,'to

Mr. DAWso . If is indeed.
Senator HANSSuN. Do you have any feelings about the future for

your industry? Do you anticipate an even more severe crunch in the
availability of raw materials, or would you care to speculate on it?

Mr. DA No. It is pure speculation. I think one can be quite fearful
that the situation will inter fy and get more serious.

Senator HANsseN. Of the raw materials you use, is natural gas
the single most, importailt one, would you say? Or how would you
classify it ?

Mr. DAwso1q. I would have to look at figures--data which I do not
have in mind. It.is certainly one of the most important.

Senator* xi-zxr. Do you have any feelings about natural gm
deregul ion ?
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Mr. DAWSON. I do not feel that I can speak for the Du Pont Co.
Senator HANSEN. Just speak for yourself-and I think you have a

considerable background and understanding.
Mr. DAWSON. My own feeling is that we regulated too long and

we.ought to start changing that quickly.'
Senator HANsErN. Do you mean by that that personally you would

favor a move toward deregulation. Is that what you are saying?
Mr. DAWSON. I certainly would. Now, do not ask me just how you

are going to accomplish "deregulation and ho.w you guard yourself
against all the other impacts that it has. But I, poronally, feel that
the excessive Government regulation has acted to lower the amount
of gas exploration, and consequently gas production.

Senator HANSEN. Does the Du Pont Co. have an interest in overseas
operations of any chemical companies?

%fr. DAWS01N. We have operations of our own, for the most part.
We have not gone into . "

Senator T.s~x. They are wholly owned foreign subsidiaries?
Mr. D.%wsox. All of our foreign companies. effectively, are wholly

owned. We have a 70-odd percent interest in a Canadian company and
a similar interest in an Argentine company. But for the most part,
tlev are wholly owned.

Senator 1IA'Xs.. Do you import from those foreigni subsidiaries
products into the Inited states?

Mr. DAwsoN. Not on a routine basis; none on a regular, routine
basis that, is-only in the case of shortages here and surpluses there
have we done it. -

Senator WI.,xstx. Well. when you say "shortages here." you mian
el, inability in the Tnited States of your company to---
Mit. l).mwsox. Let's say we are building a new pla'it and it has not

colie in; meanwhile, market demand goes up. There have been cases
where foc a period of 6 months to a year we have imported quantities
to meet the market demands over here until the new facilities are in.
But we have not built plants abroad to supply the U.S. market.

Senator llNsEN. Is price a major factor in determining shortages
ad that sort of thirg?

aIn . )..so. It is er often thla res.
Seiiator RINsmx. I l;ve no further questions,"Mr. Chairman.
T'he ( IAWmN. I would hope, gentlemen, that-if we could limit

the examination of this witness for another 5 mimtes. because we have
two other wit nesses to be heard this morning.

Senator Roth.
Senator RoTi. M . hairman, I just had one observation, and that

is-- I do not kfiow about the other witnesse , maybe they are industry,
too; but I wonder if it would not be wise at some stage to consider
urging the industry uid1 agricultural representatives and the trade
negotiators to conw up witt language and give them a time limit on
that we can con sIdler that. It seems to me they are closer than some
people would lead us to believe.

The CTAiRMAN . Wel, I am told by our staff that, based on what
little our staff knows about. this thitg' is they are not as close as some
people might think.

Senator ROTIL Maybe we ought to give them a deadline to get to-
gether; then we will go ahead.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Tie I AIItMAN-. I do not know what transpired in the conversations
last night, but then I would suggest we call the next witness. And if
I may-thank you very much; I will excuse you now.

Mr. DAWsoN. Thaxik you.
The CHAIRMAN. Andif we may, I would like to call them both to-

tether and hear their statements in chief. I thinkfit is more important
t at the Senators hear the witnesses than the witnesses hear the Sena-
toms. So, to give them the best opportunity to be heard-

Senator MON DALE. When did we start tliat?
The CHAMRMAN. I would like to ask that both Mr. William Ken-

nedy-is he here ? '
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes, right here.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; Mr. William Kennedy take thestand; and

also Mr. James Collins. Ishe here? Mr. Collins .
All right; I would like for both of you to make your statement in

chief, and then the members can ask whichever witness they. want to
any questions they would like to ask.

_ irst, I wouldsuggest, Mr. Kennedy, that you identify yourse4
for the record and explain, your thoughts on the subject. Ana then I
would like to ask Mr. Collins to do the same thing.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM P. KENNEDY, COUNSEL, GENERAL ELEC-
,TRIO CO., -REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANU-
FACTURERS ASSOCIATION AND THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY V. 3. ADDUCI, PRESIDENT, ELEC-
TRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is William F. Kennedy. I am counsel for General Electric

Co., appearing here today on behalf of the National Electrical Mam-
facturers Association and the Electronic Industries Association.

-With. me, also, is Mr. Adduci, who is the president of the Electronic
Industries Association: He has a formal statement on behalf of the
association which we would appreciate being included in the record
if that is agreeable, Mr. Chairman.*

I should also note that we have representatives here of the Rubber
Manufacturers Association and of the National Electrical Manufac-
turers Association.

The CHAIRMAN. Do they generally agree with your statement that
you are planning to make?

Mr. KENNEDY. XYes.
The CHAUmmAN. All right.
Suppose you proceed in the same way. If you want to put the

statement in the record, you may.
Mr. KENpDrY. I do-xiot have a formal statement, Mr. Chairman.

I thought I would talk informally with the committee about three
sub. t&

First, the nature of the industry concerned and what we perceive
to be the case for sector bargaining-not mandated sector bargaining,
but sector bargaining-as a technique which -we think will be nore
effective in promoting the overall U.S. economic interest in negotia-
tions.

$8ee p. 82.
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I would also like to talk about the status of the compromise, because
there were discussions late last evening, and I think it has been clear
now to the committee that it was not feasible for all of the people on
the industry side of the table to consult last night and this morning
and come to an agreement on this. I think, however, I would sub-
scribe to the view expressed earlier, that we are very close, and I
think it can be worked out.

Now, there were.observations made earlier by Mr. Bell on behalf
of th Agriculture Department about the outstainding-and it is most
outstanding-performance of U.S. agriculture in the world market.
Broadly, I guess what the economists say is that the strength-of the
United States in world trade depends on where it has a comparative
-advantage. And it has comparative advantage in two areas: first, in
agriculture; and second, in high technology manufacture.

Now, Ido not have the figures available for all of the electronics
industry overall, or-all of the electrical manufacturing industry, but
I can speak for the' performance of one company, for which I am
counsel: namely, the General Electric Co. We exported last year $1.2
billion of manufactures. These are exports out of the United States.
That number has doubled over the last 5 years. We have doubled
our exports of manufactured goods. Last year, we accounted, I think,
for roughly 2.5 percent of total U.S. exported maxiufactures. Our
exports have grown at a rate three times faster than our domestic
sales. We identify in tei'ms of concern about U.S. employment and
U.,S. balance of payments.

The opportunities in world markets that may be opened tip by the
trade bill-and thanks again to the favorable action of the Senate on
the E~Ximbank bill-we identify these as major assets and opportuni-
ties for the U.S. economy.

Tihe chairman very properly talked about the role.of employne-it in
the U.S. trade and the importance of employment on the maiufactur-"
inx _side. We have made some ,studies, and we think our international
activities in the net-now, this is h net. number--account for about
25.000 General Electric jobs and that beyond that, in supporting
activities--suppliers, service organizations,'govei'nment, so on: all of
the e su lOrti Ighct ivities'for our export activities--that that accounts
for another 25,000 jobs. We think that, the international activities of
just one company account for about 50,OO.U.S. jobs.

Now. where are we able to sell abroad? We are able to sell abroad
in those areas where the United States still has a technical and cost.
lead. The key to success there is technical leadership and cost leader-
ship. But even in some of-our lines where we have such leadership-
as in large steam turbines, where we think we make the highest per-
formance, most reliable, and lowest cost machines in the world-we
are slht out of manN; markets, and shut out of those markets bv reason
not7o much of tariffs as of so-called nontariff barriers. These are
Government procurement ground rules: there are standards, require-
ments, certification for compliance with standards, import licensing
requirements, quotas, and th like. -

Now, one, other important factor in this area that is a part of your
record, when we appeared formally before the committee in your
regular hearings on the bill. Senator Mondale, who was then presiding,



asked us questions as to the nature of these barriers, and your record
includes an analysis by 11 product sectors-these are the sectors, in
which we are located-as to the character. And the thing that cones
through-there are charts rittached to the letters which are part of
your record-is that the barriers differ from sector to sector. In one
case, for example, the thing that is keeping is out is Government pro-
curement ground rules. And ifi another ease, the thing that is keeping
us out are licensing requirements or standards problems. In other
cases, we think we are at a competitive disadvantage because of export
subsidies of various kinds.

As we see it, one of the critical points about the sectoral approaIh
is that if the U.S. negotiators are going to be effective in expandiii.lthe
I.S. trade and U.S. exports, they have to' have a differentiated ap-
proach, ased on the different character of the problem in each of the
sectors. That we thoroughly agree with a number of the papens and
analyv-s that have come from the Office of the Special Trade Repro-
sentative, and they are very thoughtful and articulate pieces of work,
that there is a, good deal to be said for a gemeric e)prach on some of
the isques. And we believe that the'generic approach 4ho 4 he tried,
but, we would also say that. wlen you come to the crunch, it nm1' be
necessary to look at these things, and will be' necessary, we believi,- in
miany cases, to look at these, things sector by sector. Becautsi for one
tiling, if we are. going to get, concessions, we may not be able to .et,
concessions in a generic code across the board. 'The French or the
Canadians or someone may say, we cannot do this acrossthe hloard
because, it, will unfairly or adversely affect this particular sector. So.
we 4hink. in sum, that'if the United States is to maximize its interest
in trade in the manufacturing area and maximize its interest in pro-
tecting U.S. employmeni-t concern that the chairman very properly
identified-that the most. effectivethe efficient approach that the U.S.
reroti'tors can take will be in many areas a sectoral approach.

Now tha t, as we understand it, is'the philosophy of the amendment
which Cngressman Karth and otbers-Congressman Waggonnr-
n)nav of the'leaders in the House Ways and Means Committee-were
motivated by when they offered this'amendment. and we think that
that is the theory of the imendment in the House bill.

Now, one other thing about, the amendment in the House bill is
that-and I think it has been subject to a great deal of misconcetion-.
but one of the elementary rules about a statute or a bill is to go back to
the language. And the lnguage in the House bill is-very clear. It does
not mandate sectoral bargaining. it does not tie the hands of the
Special Trade Represeitative. It has a preference for sectoral bargain-
ing, but not a mandfite. And he is entitled to make that judgment.

The House bill does two fundamental things. It states the negotiat-
ing objective for the Special Trade Representative and it gives him
and the President, the administration, an accountability obligation to
the Congress. Where they have not, obtained equivalent competitive
opportunities, they have to come back and account to you as to what
tliev did and where they failed, and why they failed. It is an account-
ability provision. And we have said earlier, and I repeat, that, it is to
the Conprress that the Constitution of the United States gives the re-
sponsibility for regulating domestic and foreign commerce, and this is,
it seems to us, a minimal congressional oversight role.

Now, on the amendment itself.
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There were concerns eailier about did this unduly tie the hands of
the Special Trade Representative in ternies of inayixe'too strong a lean-
ing toward sector bargaining, and this led to a requmst on the part
of the committee and its staff that maybe some effort be made to work
out language on this. And efforts were made and at least seemed to
have succeeded to accommodate that concern of the Special Trade
Representative. And the version now before you-I do not think the
House bill tied the Special Trade Representative's hands-but the
version now before you certainly does not tie his hands in this matter.
He has got flexibility and discretion, which he should have.

Then there were concerns on the agricultural Side that s6mehow
the intent of the product sector amendment as adopted in the tlouse
was to unfairly treat agriculture, cordon them off. Well, let me say
fi-st. on the hasis of that, that I do not think that is a fair reading
of the Karth amendment. There is nothing that I know of in the
language of that amzidmnent or in its legislative history that'suggests
that. And the Karth amendment, it seems to us, is an effort to deal
with the problem which we have on the manufacturing side witliut
prejudice to agricultural interests.

Next, let me say-and I cannot speak for all industry, obviously-
bt I think it woild'be extremely unfortunate if there w ;as any serious
division on the part of agriculture and industry in our approach to
the trade negotiations. It would be a most unhappy thing if a bill
came out of the Congress that was unsatisfactor" in its )road purposes
to either agriculture or industry. And it. would be an impossible situn-
lion. as we see it, for our U.S. negtiators if they vent into the nego-
tiations with major divisions between agricultural and industrial
interests. I do not think the United States ean afford that and it would
hurt everybody. It would hurt agriculture and it would hurt indutry.
So, it is clearly to our interests to work out a compromise. And those
of us on the industrial side of the table, I think, have agreed, the evii-
dence is, to several compromises which somehow have not been able
to he effectuated.

Now, Mr. Bell in his testimony referred to language that the Agri-
culture Department is prepared to accept. This information was given
to us late last evening. There was not an opportunity on the part of
those of us who received it to caucus adequately with all of the
associations and their representatives and spokesmen who have fol-
lowed this on behalf of-the many segments of industry that are in
support of the Karth amendment I will say personally that I think
we are extremely close to an agreement. I think it is a matter of clari-
fying the intent of the position that Mr. Bell is prepared to accept,
to make it clear that there is nothing in that language which precludes
sectoral negotiations on the industrial side; nor is there anything that
detracts from the accountability provision that Mr. Dawson referred
to. I think we are very close. I think it can be worked out. I think
it will take a little more time on the part of the industry representa-
tives to review this and to perhaps have some moe discussions, but
we are nearly there, and I think, just speaking for myself, that we
have indicated that the important point to us is a cJariication by
the committee in the committee report of the intent not to detract
from the availability of the sector approach and the accountability
obligations that we "think A"' keys to the Karth amendment.

That is all 11 have, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIMAN. Let us hear iow from-oh, did Mr. Adduci want
to read this statement?

Mr. ADDUCT. No, Mr. Chairman. I believe we had had a discus-
sion-if you will make it a part of the record, I will be very happy
with that.

The Ch1AR'%AN. That will be fine. I promise 3u I am going to read
it, and Phope the others do.

.i[r. Adducis statement follows:]
.R'rATEMENT OF 1'. J. ADDUCT. PRESIDENT. ELE('TRONIC IN,'USTRIFs ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Memblters of the Committee. I nm V. J. Addoie. President nf
the E.'leetronle Industries Association or "EIA." Wi,th fie today is Mr. W. H1.
Moore, Vice President of EIA and Direetor of our Internaitional lbinesws ('olin.
,'if. w\'e welcome this oiortuuity to testify awnin as to the views of ouir Indtiistry
on H.R. 10710 and in piarticular on he Section dealing with I)rodu(ct sec(Lfr..

The electronic i ustrIvs of the lI'ntited States lnveo an annual sales volume of
0v%* $31 I wilion. We ilreetly eipl,)e ahotit one and a quarter million people,
wit to mention tie large nimher of per.qons lmiireetly eiiloydeI (hroutrh stibeon-
tr:ftors and supli~iers and through thousands of distributors and dealers.

Our mnueershiie (olmprises over 200 sllill, miedim l large couinp iivi which
jirothwe, tll types of electronic systems,.equipmenit and parts--from the sliuilest
to) the most cominlpx. Despite the diversity of flit-fr Ioroducts. and the diff erlng
sizes and characeristles of their le.uinesses, 1IA's nenileers are agreed in their
br'a cd views on world trade and iuves tment.

iT.A believes timt the expansion of our international trade is the only a)Pr,,neh
whl,.h1 offers any hope of economic progress for the United States. i.t comnlanhies
amd it workers--and so we support the concept of sectorial liargnining.-which
we are convinced is the best wvay to otain the access w e need to time eletronies
'1, ,,ik,,ts of the other nations of the world.

The electronic industries are considered so Important lby other mtio, 111hat
they have made special efforts to hOld up their own Indigenous ,leetrollie in-
dimrles. To that end, they have impo.ed niany restrictions on ife Imports of
electronic equipment and components Into their countries . As a res.ult. we are
confronted by unusually numerous, onerous and effective' non-tariff barriers
wlhieh greatly diminish the ability of our American electronic manufacturers to
s11il their products abroad.

in fact, we wmll probably be unable to continue our significant sales of U.S.
pleetronic products to other countries were it not for our ability to invent and
I4rfect new products not available elsewhere in the world. However, our tech-
nologznl advantage is ldIng diminqi hed by the many sulisldles and the sub-
stantial financial assistance which foreign governments give their electronic

uililfacturers. Since the time of the Kennedy Rounid, we have seen a steady
deterioration of what used to be a large, favorable balance of payments on ['.S.
electronic items.

Because of the situation I have Just described, we anticipate that the electronic
hinhstries may well ask the Special Negotiator for the United States to adopt
the objective of securing for our electronic products as much access to foreign
markets as foreign electronic manufacturers haveto our U.S. markets. Of course,
we would very much prefer that foreign markets he opened to our products:
however, if this is not forthlcoming, we will probably urge our Government to
mnre.'at least for negotintini luirposes, to Impose as many barriers to foreign
ehetI ronle products as competing nations impose to ours.

I want to emphasize that we are In a sitiatlon where our U.S. negotiators
have ample negotiating flexibility. If that were not the case, we could understand
why our friends in agriculture might be concerned about the Sector Amendment-
even with the carefully circumscribed language of the proposed new Section 104.
However, as I have Indicated, the possibility exists for the United States to adopt

l all the duties, non-tariff barriers and adverse practices of other nations; conse-
quently, our negotiators have plenty of ammunition with which to defend the
Interests of both U.S. Agriculture and U.S. Industry.

We are not seeking an Agriculture/Industry confrontation. On the contrary,
Indluistry's spokesmen have worked hard to find a mutually acceptable coin-
iromise. In doing so, we are not at all fighting any legitimate Intrrests of Agri-
culture, as I have tried to Indicate above.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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To promQte sales of U.S. products and thereby to maximize employment for
U.X. workers, we must lie able to sell ourproducts in foreign markets. The only
way to gain this ability to sell our products abroad is by patient negotiations.
sector-by-sector. We believe the Trade Ileforin Act should recognize that fact.
and we believe the proposed Section 104, or some close approxinatioil of it, is
the best way to do so. This proposed Section 104 (copy attached) has been wu'rked
out with spokesmen for U.S. Agriculture, and we believe it is umuh, more even-
handed as between Agriculture and Industry than other languagee hdehli is being
proposed.

Accordingly, we specifically endorse, in its entirety, the proposed u ,w Section
104 of the bill.

The scope of the electronics sector Is very broad indeed. It contains consumer
goods like TV and radio, Industrial goods like communications and air traffic
control systems, Iuslness pro~lucts like computers and daia processing equipmn't,
military goods like radar and guidance systems. and arts like transistors and
capacitors. In advocating sector bargaining, we fully realize that "give and take"
will be the name of the negotiating game. We are prepared to -give" on one tylt
of electronic product so long as we "take" in another--so long, that is, as the
swapping is within our sector. However. we believe that our industry and our
workers should not tinexpectedly lie confronted with the giving of concessions inl
our sector in order that tile United Stattes gail concessions for some otlhe:" tit-
dus-trial or agricultural sector front countries which are our cominetitors.

As an absolute minimum, we believe that we are entitled to irior notice.
through the Congress, as to any proposal of this sort. The sector approach would
gard us, and our many workers, from such an outcome. We believe that langnage,
of the sort we recommend would In no way hurt U.S. Agriculture, and we leiieve
It Is essential that such language appear in this bill.

We strongly urge you help us to achieve this fair and even-handed result.

I . SF.PTEmInF.R 11, 1971.
H.R. 10710: TRADE RFFOaM Act

I'RODUCr SMX1'OR AMENDMENT (DELETE SECTION 102(C) OF H.R. 1,.710 AND ADl A
NEW SECTION 104)

See. 104 (a) A principal United States negotiating objective under section.
101 amid 102 shall be to obtain. to the maximumi extent feasible, witlli resmeet to
each product seeter of manufacturing, and with respect to the agricultural sector.
competitive opportunities for United States exports to the developed countri,"
of the world equivalent to the competitive opportunities afforded in tie United
States markets to the importation of like or similar products, taking into a(t'oln!t
al barriers (including tariffs) to and other distortions of international Itradi,
affecting that sector.

tb) As a means of achieving the negotiating objective set forth in parai'ra lilt
(a), to the extent consistent with the objective of maximizing overall eviiaoni,'
benefit to the United States (through maintaining and enlarging foreign markels
for products of U.S. agriculture, Industry. mining and comninerce, through the
development of fair and equitable market opportunities, and through open and
nondiscriminatory world trade), negotiations shall, to the extent feasilble, lhe
conducted on the basis of each product sector of manufacturing.

c) For purposes of this section and of section 1:47, the Special Representaitive,
for Trade Negotiations together with the Secretary of Commerce, Agriculture.
or Labor, as appropriate, shall, after consultation with the Advisory Committee
for Trade Negotiations established by section 135 and after consultation with
interested private organizations, Identify appropriate product sectors of manu-
facturing.

(d) Whenever the President determines that competitive opportunities in onie
or more product sectors will be significantly affected by a trade agreement c-on-
cluded under sections 101 and 10'2 lie shall submit to the Congress with each
such hgreenent an analysis of the extent to which the negotiating ohJective set
forth in paragraph (a) is achieved by such agreement In each such product sector
or product sectors.

(e) As a means of achieving the negotiating objectives set forth In paragralih
(a). negotiations under section 10'2 which affect agricultural products shall be
directed at obtaining more open and tluitable market access for agricultural
products and eliminating or reducing the tse of devices which distort trade In

nllelh proull ets.
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) Thq use of the sector negotiating technique shall not prevent the co.
ordiated reduction or elimination of barriers to trade in agriculture and in
Industry.

The CII.IJ r.. Now. let us hear from the representatives of the
American Iron & Steel Institute. Mir. James Collins, I believe.

STATEMENT OF JAMES COLLINS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN IMON & STEEL INSTITUTE

Mr. CoLLiws. Mr. Chairman, my name is James Collins. I am a
senior vice president of the American Iron & Steel Institute. I bad
beeii a Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce during the course
of the Kenned1y round negotiations, and worked with Ambassador
Malingren .when he was involved in those negotiations and therefore
have some background in trade policy matters.

I would agree with my associate,, Mr. Kennedy, that we would be
foolish to get into a confrontation with agriculture on the question
of the sectoral aspects of impending trade negotiations. The major
problem facing all industrial economies today is the question of the
impact of oil payments on trade balances and payments balances.
The United States certainly needs access to agricultural markets of
the world, and we hope that U.S. agriculture will be. able to export. all
it can and that the negotiation in the agricultural sector will be succegs-
fill: As a matter of fact, we regret that the sector issu- has evolved
to th e point, of controversy. But nevertheless, we are fearful of what
this may portend for the negotiations.

We have two principal points.
First, we believe the Houge language could be amended somewhat.

We have not felt however that the sector language in section 102(c)
of H.R. 10710, as passed by the House. justifies the fears expressed
that it would create an inflexible negotiating posture and would tie
the hands of U.S. negotiating officials. That lantruage, in our view,
permits cross-sectoral negotiations, does not mandate or require initia-
tion of sector negotiations for each industry sector. And further. does
permit separate negotiations on nontariff i.sues, such as Government.
procurement, which cut across sectors. But I do want. to emphasizk that
we feel some compromise in that language could be effected. and we
told Ambassador Eberle and Ambassador Malmaren we did not feel
tht the special trade negotiator should be tied to soctoral negotia-
tions in every sector.'

Second, we, believe it is imperative that Congress. through the trade
bill. serve notice on our trading partners that the forthcoming nego-
tiation is expected to concentrate in depth on certain industry and
agriculture setors where complex trade distorting measures exist to
the detriment of both our agriculture and industrial sectors.

Steel for example is a special sector. There are approximately 775
million net tons of steel capacity in the world today. This calpacity
must increase to at least 1.2 billion tons by 19&5 to satisfy the most
eonservative projections of world steel demand. This means that the
industrial economies must. spend between $285 and $'325 billion to put
those steel facilities in place. However. the steel industries of the
-world are-not producing that kind of cash flow.
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What is going to hAppen in other countries is that governments will
be providing investment capital for their steel industries. And as the
chailrinai has mentioned, industrial jobs are important. Steel jobs are
anong the highest paying jobs in every industrial economy in the
world. When governments put that much capital in those steel facili-
ties, they will operate those facilities for social reasons when their
GNP's are in a downturn. How they do that, if there is not eh'ough
demand for steel in the home economy, is to marginally price' and sell
their steel products in world markets in order to maintain employ-
ment for social reasons.

We had a long negotiation during the Kennedy round on nontariff
trade barriers and we never came to grips with the problem. It is
going to be extremely difficult for the United States and for other
governments even to define what they construe to be nonfariff trade
barriers. In the U.S. steel industry, we have no hope whatsoever that
trade negotiations will change the structure of world steel-knowing
that governments one way or another will get the steel they need. Steel
imports into many 'eoliomies result in the second highest, adverse
impact on national balances of trade and payments: You probably
have noticed the U.S. data released today indicating that steel imports
produced a marked adverse impact on the latest balance of trade fig-
ures of the United States, second only to oil. We believe other national
governments will invest in order (a) to get the steel to keep their
economies operating: and (b) to avoid the negative impact on their
trade and payments balanew of attempting to'import steel-which
they cannot get anyway when there is high world demand-as it is
generally higher priced than in their own economies.

We do not feel that in the NTB area our negotiators can conduct a
steel sector trade negotiation which will alter the structure of subsidies
or direct, government ownership in the steel sectors in other countries.
We do not think that is possible.

What we are attemptiita to achieve, and what we have very carefully
delineated to Ambassador Eherle and Ambassador Malmiren is a need
for a steel sector trade negotiation which comprehends all of the gov-
ernment. policies affeeting world trade flows in steel-whether govern-
ment prooiroment. sulhsidies. ownerships. or emplovineiit practices. It
is crucial to the American steel industry that our Government be able
to respond to the kind of steel import situation that occurred in recent
yels. Our situation is a delicate one. Today the American economy
ieeds steel. But in 1972. for example. we had 924 million tools of steel
shipments in the United States. We had 18 million tons of imports.
This produced a return on equity of about 5.7 percent. This kind of
return is inadequate for the production of enough cash flow to invest
in the now facilities the Tnited States ,eeds to satisfy the steel demand
that exists in the country t

Our international trade position in steel changes so fast we feel any
steel trade sectoral negotiation must provide a mechanism for our ne-
gotiators to assure that untoward or unwanted trade flows in steel can
be alleviated when they are, causing market disruption in t1e IUnited
States. If we do not h;ave such a mechanism. iusofar as we are con-
cerned, the trade negotiation will not. Ib a successful one.
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We have said we believe some language compromise is possible and
we feel this can be worked out. We do not think the special trade
negotiators' hands should be tied to sectoral negotiations across the
board for every sector. But we do urge the Congress, both for indus-
trial sectors and for the agricultural sector, to insure that the trade
negotiations result in effective sector negotiations in each area.

We believe it is generally acknowledged that tariff cuts will have
little impact o, the flow of trade in the world today. Certainly in steel
and in many other industrial products. tariff cuts arT not the crucial
factor. Government policies are what affect, trade flows today-govern-
ment, policies which pertain to particular industry sectors and to agri-
cultural sectors. And we do not see how one can undertake successful
negotiations in Geneva unless there is a clear mandate for sectoral
negotiations and unless the U.S. GoN e.rnment reaches agreement with
its trading partners on market disruption adjustment mechanisins-
particularly in the important sectors such as chemicals, agriculture.
electrical products, rubber. steel-but simply to conduct a linear nezo-
tiation of the kind that occurred in the Kenedy round, and then at-
tempt to quantify nontariff trade barriers, and ihen do nothing about
them, will result in negotiating failure. Accordingly, sectoral negotia-
tions are extremely important.

I wish to read one quote from an authority who was involvt'd in the
Kennedy round. He said, "Some of the new procedures followed in
the Kennedy round also exercised a beneficial influence on the outcome
of tle negotiations. rie sector discussions. for example. introduced a
valuable multilateral element and enabled the participants if not to
transcend the limitations of the reciprocity principle-meaning the
so-called linear cut-at least to arrive at detailed undertakings of the
ifidustries concerned and of the compromises possible. Indeed. special
arrangements worked out in the chemical and steel sector discussions
helped to draw the negotiations away from the brink of complete
collapse."-I(enneth Dam, an internationally known authority.

In closing we believe a compromise can be reached on this is.ue.
V.S. agricultural trade objectives should be satisfied. U.S. agriculture
should have access to world markets. But not at tile expense of our in-
dustrial sectors. particularly those vital ones. which should be accorded
careful sectoral negotiations.

'Uhank you, Mr. Chairman.
'rite cimi.IR .N. Thank you. gentlemen.
You can go ahead and compromise if you want. to.
Just speaking as one. there are a lot more jobs in agriculture than

there are in your industries, inv-olved in this. I do not think you have
to compromise. Lthink that it is plain in tie United States Senate
that tile votes will be there to give you the same type treatment as the
hIouse gave you. I would be very surprised if it is otherwise. I would
welcome the debate to see what would happen. but. I am aware of the
fact that we have a lot of people working in agriculture and they are
very important and we are certainly interested in all of them. But
some of your companies or some of the members of'your associations
have plants in my State. chemical plants. or else thedy have got plants
manufacturing electronics or something. I do not know of a single job
that we have got for an agricultural worker who would not be willing
to give it up to go to work for one of the companies here, in one of the
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electrobnics plants or one, of the. chemical plants that exist in our State.
And I honestly, believe that whoever wrote me this letter, one of the
chemical people. saying that you do not have to give away these jobs
in the chemical industrv-and I think the' same thino is true of the
steel industry-in order to move those agricultural products is correct.
And that, I think, is what is wrong with our policy. 'We are giving
awa everything and getting nothing in return. Giving away things
you do not" have to give away ; and by the time you get through, to see
what, you have got, one more lousy deal. And we were l)romised re-
peatedly it was not going to be that way every time you came tp with
one of these trade bills.

Now, I hope we are going to have some people "wh6 know how to
-Inegotiate for the United States with the sane determination and
persistency that these foreign governinentsdiegotiate for their people.

But to me, the idea Qf selling out the basic industries of the country
on the theory that by doing so we are going to export a few more
bushels of corn or a few more barrels of rice is not necessary. We can
sell all of that stuff to somebody else if need be. And having heard the
witnesses for both sides, I personally am convinced that you people
in the steel industry and the electronics industry and tile chemical
industry are right about this matter. And frankly, I find with great
surprise-I would be really shocked, even in the Seniate, to see debate
on this issue. As I understand it, you are perfectly willing to let, them
negotiate agricultural products for industrial products: but you think
first they ought to see if they can make a better deal than that. That
is basically what we are talking about.

Now what tibout the steel industry?
To do what. we expect in the steel industry in the next 10 years is

going to require some very major investments in plant and equipment,
and that in order to make those huge investments, a fellow has to have
some feeling of security, that lie might be able to make his money back,
to make the thing pay off. And if these trade negotiations are going
to make it such that it is a very, very risky investment, they will be
reluctant to make those investments'to provide the nev jobs in the
steel industry.

Is that correct?
Mr. COLLINS. Well, Mr. Chairman, the money will not be there for

the steel industry to make the investment, the kind of investment that
will be required in steel during the next 10 years.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, we do not have one steel mill in Louisiana.
We always live in hopes that someone, will figure out a way someday,
but as a practical matter, I' for-one am not convinced at ll that we
have to liquidate the U.S. steel industry in order to sell them agricul-
tural products. Now, theoretically thAt might benefit Louisiana, but
in the long run it will not because the jobs we will be losing in chemi-
cals and the jobs we will be losing in electronics and others, it would
seem to me would make us big losers.

Mr. COLLINS. Mr. Chairman, I think it works both ways. If you
injure the domestic steel industry to get access for agricultural prod-
ucts, there will not be enough steel to provide the tractors and the
bailing wire and all thesteel products the agriculture industry needs
to produce the agricultural products.
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The Russians are making some very fine tractors these days, so they
can find some answers for you in that area, but I do not know what
we are going to put your steelworkers to work doing after their
industries are gone. I mean, apparently'we are going to expand into
service areas. I guess you heard my suggestions about where some of
those jobs will be, but I cannot see where we would gain what we
lose by providing for the liquidation of some of our central basic
industries when in my judgment that is not necessary.

Now. if it is necessary and they can convince us, then of course I
might take a different view on it, but I do not see why .ypu have to
compromise with anyone about that Karth amendment. It seems to
me it is right. "

Senator BEN ErT. Mr. Chairman?
The CIARMRAN. Yes.
Senator B r . I just want to make one comment. The discus-

sion today has centered around agriculture as the villain that is going
to trade off all of these jobs in the other industries. I can see a situa-
tion in which the electrical manufacturing industry may be traded off
against, steel, or steel may be traded off against the electrical manu-
facturing industry. So we are not talking the question of agriculture
versus the rest of the U.S. economy. We are talking about the ques-
tion of whether the trade representatives can be free if necessary to
trade off electrical units against steel, or steel against electrical units.

Mr. KENNEDY. Could I respond to that, Senator? •
Senator BENNE'1'. Yes.
Mr. KENNEDY. I think you are right. There is a question of in the

end, may there not have to be-cross sectoral concessions. In the endthere probably will or may have to be some, and they may involve
agricultural labor and they may not. I do not think anybody can
predict the course of the negotiations.

What strikes us as extremely critical in terms of the U.S. approach
to negotiations is to recognize that our problem, as my colleague has
pointed out, is very different from what it was in the Kennedy round
afnd earlier. It is not a matter of cutting tariff rates and then taking
some weiahting of the cuts on one side and balancing them against
the other. Those 'are not in most-well, I will not speak for most
sectors. but in many sectors that is not the problem anymore. The
problem is all these government interventions that distort the flow
of international trade, and are we going to have ground rules that
give U.S. industry a fair crack both ways, a fair crack at export
markets where they.have the capability to serve them, and a fair crack
in their own home market in terms of being protected not against
competition but against unfair competition.

'nd as we see it, the major thrust of these negotiations ought to be
tn begin. it is going to be a long journey. I would not be optimistic
about quick results in the next 2 years or something like that, to begin
to try to set Ui international ground rules that look toward fair com-
petition both ways, and I thiik it is wrong to approach the negotia-
tions as though it were like the Kennedy round or earlier where we
1re looking at tariff cuts, and we are going to balance one set of tariff
cuts against another. That is not the philosophy, it seems to us, with
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wvllii'l we ,!Iolld eitr ls.':e Iie. mfilltiolls. Tlle plilosopl)iv silolld Le
to (levwlol), if .yi will. ilte'I atti Ial (odes of ftir COil)p'litionl so tllat
whoe tile 1,iited Si ittes 15a .01 ( Irli') Vt, -lvulvntalge. it (.'.II avail
itself of tlhat, and other comtries tlt- same wa'. Ald this silould be
the maiii thru.st of Ihe ligotiations as we perceive ti1e problem that
now blocks world tirade. aid low adversely affects I.,. employment.

I d,o want to eitnjlllsize a number that was exchanged earlier. It is
tre, th!at U.S. trade. I ,guess it ac(.oilnts for soothing, al)proaching
6 pel-ent of tle GNl. but if voll itake If,; a (14elOllli I a tOt' lot the GNP
but the manufacturers. it is 1tore like 14, both wa vs.

SeMIttor BE. XI;'rv. 'l'l,;it fiittre was put into tle hearing. but of
Col*:'.-e, everybo(ly wlho has Il-, ),1 talking todaY hlas been talking about
agoricullt te. wilich is outside of I:ll1 fit fadt ni 1g. So it is not fair to just
take total U.S. tragd a td relate it to total manufaet uring because
agriculture-

Mr. Ki.xx). No: I think both !imilll)ers are relevant. I said both
,,r- as lha v'i ti si , tiiwne n~id nakiiig a point.

N,. one tliiui,,. those of us wlo supl)ported the Karth amendment
lW,,' priN'ived it as an tititiagricuiltttre amendment and did not look
for .y kind of emil'trontation or difference here. WVe looked at it.as a
ealig for t. laigotiatil, apl)troveCh. a negotiating philosophy. a ,,Ieo-
ti'il tlmiqle which w, thought. would be more effective in opening
up world markets to 1.s. caabilities. That was at least as we per-
ceiv'ed the effect of the amendment and the reason why many of us
supported it.

,.11a1tor l.BENN I-'. You have suddenly discovered that there was this
added diliiensiol.
Mr. KINxNEmD'y. No. I think we were aware that some people on the

a.i±ricultural side might have some concern about this, in terms of-if
they have a philosophy of the trade industry, in order to advantage
alr:iculture, then maybe the Karth amendment. is a problem, but I do
not think that is a rational philosophy on any side of the table.

Senator BENN-,xrr. Well, I am leaviAg the Iearings with the under-
standing that A, there has been willingness on both sides to try and
reach an accommodation, and if possible, find language whicl will
satisfy both, and B, that you are-that industry as represented by the
witnesses today. are willing to leave the negotiators with sufticiejt
flexibility so it.is neot on a mandatedbasis, it. is on a permissi\'e-ad
suggested.ba-zis that he approach the whole negotiation process in
-areas of your products. You hope he approaches it first on a sector
basis, but you would not require him to stand and fall on the sector
basis.

Mr. KENNxmE)Y. Well, it has never been-the Karth amendment as
adopted by the House did not mandate sector bargaining. It indicated
a l)refe'eflce for it but it -had a mnber of qualifications notably, the
feasibility. If there was any question about that, I do not think there
was a reasonable question.* that has l)een dispelled by the suggested
changes in the language which are now before you. W'e do notthink
you call tell the IU.S. negotiator to go in and negotiate in some specified
way because there are on awful lot of other countries in that negotia-
tion who may stay, thanks, but no thanks.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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We do think that the Congress ought to tell the special trade repre-
sentative that one of his objectives, the principal objective is to get
equivalent product opportunities by product sector, and they ought to
tell the special trade representative: " ou come back and tell us how-
you made out against that." We have a responsibility to account for tle
t rade, and we are accountable for that.

Senator BENNE-IT. When you say the principal account. are vu
saving to th negotiator that he must first try this or Is he free to size

ul; the sitIration and move in another direction if he discovers-
Mr. KtN-N.ED.y. I think the effect, when Congress tells the negotiator

that a principal objective of the negotiator shall be the following, he
has to make a strong, good-faith effort to attain that objectiveand
I think it is clear that to attain that, objective in many of the sectors
that are involved here.,he will be called upon as a matter of meeting
that, in good faith to negotiate by sector.

Now, he is not manldated to do that and his only accountability is to,
come back to you and give you an accounting. The Finance Coninttee
of Ole Senate and the House Ways and Means Committee will have an
oversight as to this. and the sanction of the Karth amendment and the
sanction in all of the versions that are before you is that he must give.
N"011 all accounting." Mr. Comxxs. lVe understand, Senator Bennett, that the trade nego-
tiator cannot negotiate in every product sector. There are thousands
of product sectors and a negotiation like that would tike 20 years anul
ultimately result only in confilsiom But is Mr. Kennedy has just.said,
we hope that, the sense of the Conigres, as expressed in the trade hill,
will make clear that this negotiation will not be a successful one unless
careful negotiations are conducted in product sectors where such nego-
tiations seem appropriate.

f thiink this is the reason we would like strong sector language. All
t hese industrial repre-ksentatives who have testified here today feel that
their sector is extremely important and should be accorded sectoral
negotiations, and further. that. the scope of sector negotiations which

-eur will he extremely important. Not, just sector negotiations in which
tariffs in one industry are balanced against tariffsein aip'ther, but one.
which also comprehends Government support, practices which affect
trade in the industries involved.

Senator BEN.-'r. I think we tire aware, the committee members, are
aware of that. We have been living with'that problem er since we
started to work on the trade bill, l)rtt3 ; vell through the negotiation
oil tariff negotiations. We are into-the much tougher area of negotia-
tin on nontariff barriers.

Mr. CoINxs. I mentioned that, Senator. because in the Kennedy
ro1nd there was a steel factor trade negotiation, but it mrincilpllv in-
volved the question of reciprocity in the area of tariffs and did not,
address itself tothese other far more imiSortant areas.

Senator BYI.N.N,'rr. I have no further questions.
rhe CIAIRMAN. If I may. I believe Senator Ilartke is acting chair-

man. I ha v been culled to niot her meeting.
Senator IIARTrKt rj )IVsiding]. Under the Karth amendment., the.

terminology used. "to the extent feasible." Now, to the extent feasible-
is a (01hnite limitation upon complete requirement of sector negotia-
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tlon and cross sector negotiation certainly was never prohibited nor
intended to be prohibited by that atuendient. But tile point still
remins, that in regard to the question of agriculture, it. should not be
allowed to domilate the negotiations. And I say this knowing that
Tldiana is a big agricultural State. Each of these three industries
presented here are also big inl Indiami. GE has facilities in Indiana.
'he steel industrv is well represented along with chemicals.

I can show vou factories which make cabinets, for example, for tele-
visiou sets. and show vonl the elimination of onir Complete transistor
radio factory systems in which GE was involved. and Magnavox., and
Westinghouse. a1d Arvin. We had it. aid now they have gone abroad.
''lle fact is thial ill the European economic communities in which they
lave attempted to eliminate some of tile restrictions on trade, they
haive always had a ditticult problem on t lw agricultural policy, and tile
c(11i1monl agricultural policy of the Common 'Market today is still one
of their big stumblinig blocks in the negotiat ions and they have stated
hIat this is a non-negotiable item.

''liev are not so sanictimionious as to come forward and say we are
willilg to negotiate on it. 1 do ntot know of any imliention tiat it is
going to be negotiable. 'lhvy just signed an agreement. between tile
1 u ited Stntes anild tle Europelan Eoml Coim uonlllity ill the last few
months. I'thllnk the trade negotiators were inst ructled to deal with tariff
barrier eliminations: to compensate the 1Uniited St ates for the ilchisioll
of l)enmark and Ireland ad the Ttiited I(imydom into the Common
Market, anid the Inefits of the agreement went s'peciically, almost
tot ally to tle agricultural sector.

You a, going to have to negotiate lit. by hit, item by item, and try
to do the ls3 you can to try to determine what the overall economic
ett'eedts are going to be, not only upon us., but upon t lie other nations of
the world, the underdeveloped nations, tile imlustrialized nations, and
that is what. wre are tying to do here in writing a trade bill.

But I see-no reason to go ahead and just arbitrarily split. ourselves in
a position where we are in a straitjacket.

I have a great deal of faith in all of our negotiators but. I will say
this. I always find out that the negotiators we have had in the psst have
always ended up with the multinational corporations after they left
their negotiating positions. That fact. makes me very suspect., and I
think that you are right, to be suspect.

Senator Curtis.
Senator Cui'mrs. "Mr. Kennedy, do you regard the Kemedy roumd as

a successful one?
Mr V n-. It had obviously some successes. and I think it is fair

to say that its overall effect was favorable. But in a lumber of sectors
I t.hiulik the feeling at least of s-om people who were involved in that-
I was mit-in reporting their opinion, is that more could be done in
getting reciprocity or competitive equivalents in some critical sectors
of thV T.S. economy. It is a question of degree. Is the glass of water
half full or half empty? I think they had some successes and some
failures, sir.

Senator CITr'ns. What is your opinion, Mr. Cotlins?
Mlfr. Cot,.,'s. It. is hard to tell, Senator Curtis. how much world

trade would have increased with or without the Kemedv round. I
believe. world trade will continue to increase with or without a trade
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JieoCtiatio't of tOw, ki,:d (hat is eurrentlv heir'. cnitemll, ted. I thiiik
oil lIalaice the einedy rouilnd was a successful "elrotintion. broadl'.
for' th' .wrll. I ill uot so sure it was for the United States because
the negotiation (lTti lT (ret igl"t l)tsic tra(le-distortiniy practices. whicll
we were later so Collcerrled with. The Keiiiwdv roiuiid, for example did
not incorporate aniy adjustments for ways in which nations are able
to rebate value-added taxes for exports.

Senator CuTIis. NOw,. in that connection, would you read that state-
me,,t that you read a bit ago from Mr.'Dam T believe was his name.

[r. COLLItS. Read it again, sir?
Senator CURTTS. Yes.
Mr. COLLINS. "Some of the new procedures followed in the Kennedy

round also exercised a beneficial influence on the outcome of the nego-
tiations. The sector discussions. for example, introduced'a valuable
multilateral element and enabled the participant- if not to transcend
the limitations of the reciprocity principle, at least to arrive at detailed
undertakings of the industries concerned, and of the compromises
possible. Indeed, special arrangements worked out in the chemical
and steel sector discussions helped to draw the negotiations away from
the brink of complete collapse."

Senator CuRTrs. Who is Mr.DamI
Mr. COLLNS He is a trade policy expert.
Mr. KE.NNEDy. He is an economist, I believe, an economist and

lawyer of the University of Chicago. He was a close aide of Secretary
Scihltz on the White House economic staff, and I think is widely
recognized. There are two books on the subject, one by Mr. Dam,
one by Mr. Jackson, who was Mr. Wolf's predecessor, Mr. Eberly's
general, counsel, and Dam was one of the outstanding authorities in
the field.

Senator CUrTS. I am a little disappointed at the tenor of the dis-
cussion here today, not so much on the part of the witnesses. but I
know of no one in agriculture that is asking that industrial jobs be
traded off. I just do not think that is true at all.

Mr. Collins, agriculture is a pretty good customer of the iron and
steel industry, is it not?

Mr. COLtLtS. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator CURTIS. And when you consider not only the things I men-

tioned a bit ago such as tractors and nloughs a id cornpickers. and
corn-picker-shellers. and fence and all of that sort. of thing, agriculture
is a very big user of our transportation industry.

Mr. COLLINs. That is right.
Senator Cumrs. Which still runs on steel rails. And it is exceed-

ingly important.
Now, what. was the origin of the Karth amendment? Where did it

come from f
Mr. COLtINts. T think intense concern on the part. of certain industry

sectors that unless there is a mandate to tie special trade negotiator
to conduct industry sector trade. geotiations. that their particular
sector would receive no benefit whatCoever from the trade negotiations,
and would indeed be harmed. I think the steel industry feels this'
way. Senator Curtis.

Senator CtnTrs. But where Aid it come from?
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Did Mr. Karth just grab it out, of air? What groups got together
and presented the Karth amendment because it was !iot in the orig-
inal proposal sent to Congress.

S tMr. KmqDY. Could I speak to that, Senator?
Senator Cunrs. Yes.
IfMr. KEF.,x'E-FI)y. I cannot count the millil),r of flSsociationus flat testi-

fied )efore tie Iouse Wavs and Means Committee. h)II at least two,
the two I am rel)resentin," here today, ti National Electrical M1aim-
facturers Association and the Electlonic Industry Association advo-
cead a sectol'll approamh'ill t heir test inmony. a 1d I th ink several ot heirs
(lid. •

I might say after the Karth amendlment was enflted. the National
Association of Man facturesl., which has an umbl1rella role in terlms of
It:, vilriolis illll't Iv assioejatiouls, took Ii )ol and folind tle \nt- in
favor aws II to 3. Some of us wrote-these are all pal t of tie Iullic
recorld--letters to menilwrs of the committee, to all members of the'
committee rccimmehndig the adoption of such ail amendment, and so
on.

Senator Cun'is. Well. now, what industries took part ? They- have
a )erfect rigit to, but I just want to know what industries took part
in formulating the Karth amendment ?

. Ir. COLL 'S. We supported sectoral negotiations, but as to the actual
language of the Karth amendment we did not take part in that,
Sen ator.

Mr. KNnE-Y. I think it is fair to say that the leading role was taken
by the Electrical Manufacturers. .the Electronics Manufacturers, other
industry groups were involved in it, but the leading role was taken
by the electrical and electronic manufacturers. But as you know-

Senator Curms. And I think this is perfectly all rigfht. but I am
just trying to find out. and you did have some negotiations among
these. groups.

'Mr. KENN E1)Y. Oh. yes. yes.
SellatOl' CURTIS. Now lit any" point was agriculture asked in on tlose

proceedings?
Mr. KNN . No, they were not, so far as I know. Senator. These

*ere all. these recommendations were all made on the public record.
Senator CRTis. I unde.stanl that. but these things do not happen

accidcntally. and I think that agriculture has gone way beyond their
share in comlromising. I would havc, brought to my office compromise

- language that, agriculture was asked to agree to. They would give a
little bit, but never quite etnougah. and what they caine to my office
and said they would a!Tree to. I looked at it and I said. well. this is
something you rejected before, and they said "yes." We are. in tie
interests of the program. we are going to (1o ttuat. They contended for
a Iona time a.,ainst the word "in conjunction with the elimination of
industrial trade barriers," and asked that it he integrated. Teiy waived
that._

I think instead of aariculture being pictured as the villain here. that
the, are the ones that lhave been left out of thenegotiations. The Karth
amendment affects our whole economy, whether it. is good or had.
Agriculture was left out, of it. the negotiations in reference to it. and
I think they have gone way more than half-way in compromising here,
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and I am sure that, when they agreed to this yesterday they thought
t lIat that was a loifa fide offer.

So. if this legislation fails. I do not think anyone has a just right to
)oil their singer at agrieult ure as being the e6st 111c ioists.

Today olle of the witnlesses p ointed out that a $5 billion net sllrplis is
something that would he alluring for negotiators to give away. Well,
it is not quite as big as $20 billion with a net of $10 billion.

Mr. KF:xnxV. Well. sir. 1 do not think t hat was a line in the testi-
mnony either in direct or in colloqIuy on any of us that found any fault
wit hi agriculture here. I think you 'Will, recognize that. I repeat what I
Said earlier. that to haVe a serious continn ip,:z (li lf'reice lXiteen agri-
Vultulv and indust ry is ver bad fur the bill and very bad for our
lmstlCre in tle legotiatiolls

Senator CuITwS. 'lihat is wihy I am1 suggesting Ilint %-ol ought to go
as far as ag,'iculture. which I'think they have gone way beyond llf
way. e%"en though (lie item was pull in '(lie bill that thiev were itever

asked or consllted at all. and they are the biggest exporters-. anld for
ilost of youl. th ev arexonr biggest customelr,s.

I (i0 lint lh,li',e they have been treated right. I (1o not think it is
intentional. I (to not t'hi uk t her is any co0siiIaev. but lhere we am
talking about al i ustry that is made up of great nlln1llx''s of ilmdi-
vidIals. and thely cannot speak with the central aut hority tlat a single,
inlistrv or an industr-y group can.

Now: I knowv of nio one who contends that thle Kenedy round was
ally great victory for the I united States. You had sector by setlor nego-
tiations there, so to give it to you now is o asurance whatever tlat
your industry or anybody else', ildust ry will olne out better off. You
can depend onI the negotiators. But there an, some very golo(1 minds ill
the field of agriculture that are thoroughly convinced that t Ile sector
by sector alproaclh in the Kenneldy round. as carried on there, was very
dalaging.

So. I hope that you people will go as far as you can.
'Mr. Cour.xs. May I respond to that, Senator Curtis?
Senator Curi'ns. Yes.
'Mr. C'omuixs. Fir-st. the steel industry would like to see a trade bill

enacted. We think the country needs a irade hill. We think the" Senate
Finance Committee has written a good trade bill. It would be a tragedy
fo' a trade bill to be held up by a controversy on language involving
sectoral negotiations. And I hope that a coniprinise can be Worked out
that is satisfactory to both sides.

However, tile approach in the Kennedy round. oriainallv a linear
alpproach, i tariff cut al)proach, at first did not work. TLhen a few non-
definitive sector negotiations occurred right at the end of the Kennedy
round. But we are talking about sectoral negotiations of an entirely,
different kind, now, Senator.

Simply to cut tariffs, and attempt to quantify or define nontariff
trade barriers but. be able to do nothing about, them, and conduct no
meaningful sector negotiations-we believe would produce a trade
negotiation that is a total failure.

Senator Cuniis. Well, I have been concerned, and I have said so on
the public record, about the nontariff barriers for 25 years, and the
people in charge of our negotiating program kept, talking about tariffs,
'and they did not amount to anything. These are nontariff barriers.
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Now, it is a tough problem, and it is going to take expert negotia-
tions. It is going to take a will to protect this country to ever crack
these nontariff barriers, government tricks and requirements and in-
spections and all of that, and the point is that a sector by sector ap-
proach is no guarantee that the nontariff barriers will be sound. May-
be there is a good argument for it, but it is no shortcut to think that
these nontariff barriers will be pursued any more vigorously thani if
our negotiators have the broad field. If they have the broad field they
can put their finger on the soft spot of the people on the other side of
the table, and any narrowing that you have of the instruct ions of the
negotiators is detiimental.

Senator CMRTis. Now, we do not ask total wipeout of the Karth
amendment, but here is something piut in and agriculture was not
even given the courtesy of being notified or consulted. h'lhey have gone
a long way to compromise, and I think the next move belongs to the
proponents of the Karth amendment.

Senator H[ARTKE. Senator Fannin?
Senator FAINNIN. I think everything that has been said today brings

out the interdependence of agriculture and industry and I thiik we all
recognize that, and I am concerned that we cannot have an acceptable
compromise, and I am very pleased, 31r. Kennedy, that you indicated
that from your point of view the industry and agriculture must have
a negotiating position that they can agree upon. I trust that your opti-
mismi will prevail and that you will be able to come to a satisfactory
and acceptable compromise. I think we all recognize that perh aps
agriculture does not have as many employees. I do not know t i
answer if we consider employment related to agriculture. It would be

-different if we took the number of people that were related to actual
production. Vast. numbers of people in many of the States are mostly
employed by inidustlies, but they are both.so important to us that we
must, 'I feel, have a bill that is tair and equitable to both the agricul-
tural community and the industrial community.

Now, we are working toward that end. Some of the problems we have
are had to analyze. Let us look at the statement made by Mr. Addluci,
and the statement lie furnished for the record:

We support the concept of pectoral bargaining which we asre convinied IR the
best way to obtain an accems we iteed to the electronics market, thfit we need to
the other elect ronic nations of the world.

T think this is vital because if some predictions come through, if we
go throilgh with this legislation and open our markets. that. we will be
further flooded. For instance. I can recall when I was in Japan with the
conigressioiial grou1) and we were diselussing across the table with their
business community whether or not they would cooperate with is in
changing GATT so it would be more equitnle to the ITniied States.
No; they said thev liked it as it is, and they brought out that since we
do so well in agriculture, perhaps we should-be an agrarian economy
and they would be the industrial economy. They would manufacture the
goo(s aind that we woulI just. ship them fooa and fiber.

Well, of coui, that, does not work out so well when we are talking
about employing our people. I think that as the distinguished Senator
from Indiana has brought out many times, that his great concern is
employment, and this is what we must think about, and I wonder, Mr.
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lh *i, iv, taking the example of Jlpn that I spoke ihloit. how will
se.toral bargaining olen their markets to T.S. mniufacturers?

M1r. KE. NNxIY-. Well. there are, some areas where the I'llited Stiltes
still has a techliologiwal lead as against ,Jilmnes competition. T think
i: 11 l n" links of helavv electrical equipment this is true. Now, this is not
to hle ienate the outstanding industrial eaabiliNy avid performance of
tie Jnalmnese. Thwy have proved that in somW areas they are world
lh .'rs. hut tlhe% are not world lendels inl oil nir' in lea vv electrical
teiimneilnlt teill" "are not. Thev have hd ,lassieally in .Taplin a s'stenL.
iv,'liv of govellment 1dilliist rationl of liir i lpol-t )0l1icies. aild gov-
('i, e id g ilnvce ol this., and , rv often th e Iha rier. ire nlot fori,1.
ized 1iit f- 'st' inpe. in n11n1 k ivids of eq plentyt l en, oily .ell
the ri- of 4a kind aId technology liceliss to vgo wi tli lem. Yolu (aililot
d, !.iness any other wav in some lines of equiminent.

Now. ( Ii's,, sort of restrictions, as we se it. are tie sort of restrictions
tha! would be aldrve,ed in se('tolr-l hargaiigY. -Ird we would have
S)tI141 hlip). t ',t if vyl (hltlress them tiat way thit over :1 t ine we would
14, :-I,' to level them. TIt is not going to e an easy" tisk. I would not

tt 1 , , tint we, :1 .1 froillur to hlv'e Some innior r,,sults in I or. .2 yea.
1 t :i,k lwse vre !oin !nr to be diffheult a Pl extended. votnplnx twfot ia-
ti'm, . Ihut I tli,dl, it v(iii be dore. nnd I think if the I'n ited States does
m: I,, t le effort, it will I be Racrificing its opont unit ice f," s1 ",,vt hen-
inv. its (coilonly, its industrial lase. its eml)loyment. mid T think it has
to make the effort. T think this is the effective way to make the effort,
to -,,o at it sectorally, not in every sector, as my colleague says, but in
many of them.

Senator FAxN.I.. Well, I know that we referred to Japan as incor-
porated. and they do not like for us, of course, to classify it on that
basis, but you stated that they certainly have a relationship with
their manufacturing concerns that does give them that. position.

Mr. KE..NNED.n. I must say I do not really think-I do not like to
think about any one country because we are'just talking of one exam-
ple. The Japanese have ben good customers of the U.S. industry
Il nany areas, as yol' know, sir.

Senator FA.NN-IN. Oh, I realize that, and I also know that we have
been trading with them and giving them many benefits that-we have
not. received in return, and so I also realize how difficult it, has been
to get them to cooperate with us in GAPTT or in any other way in
solving some of these problems.

T am vitally concerned about it and I wonder about when you speak
of the 50.000 jobs that we have now as a result of our exports, elec-
tronic equ ipment-

Mr. KENE.DY. r. No, no: this is just one company. This is just General
(Electric Co.

.Senator FANN -N. Yes: the General Electric Co. T understand that
25 .00)-vou spoke of the-

Mr. KENN.EDT. 25.000 supporting.
Senator FANN-t-M. Yes.
Now. how will those be supported by this legislation?

" Mr. KIENNED. As we see it, and of'course, you cannot quantify
this very precisely. obviously. As we see it. there are still a number
of areas' in U.S. industry where the United States has a technological
lead. We find that in some of those areas the lead is so long that we
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-are not kept out. The reason is we tre so far ahead that other countries
have no choice, at least for the initial period, but to take American
,exports. But what has happened in many of these industries is they
get identified as national interest industries from the point of view,
at least, of the developed countries. and you suddenly find, well, not
suddenly, but you find this array of barriers that one way or another
keep you out.

Anot it. happens that if we are effectively kept out of the world
markets in products, well, we are effectively kept. out of the markets
now in developed countries in products like large electric turbines,
if this is spread into gas turbines and locomotives and steel mill drives
and the like, what. you will find is an adverse effect on U.S. employ-
ment. not just measured by loss of exports, because some of these
industries, sir. are viable only because of the export volume. They
would be significantly less economic and less competitive and less
attractive if it were not for export volume. The motivation, for exam-
ple. to expand agricultural exports, which I fully recognize and
acknowledge, applies also as a matter of national interest to expand
exports in high technology, manufadeiring.

Mr. Coti;xs. And steel. I mniht ad, Senator Fannin. Our situa-
tiol is iust. the reverse. We hold little, or no hope that these negotia-
tions will produce changes in the national systems of taxation or
Government ownership or subsidies that affect trade flows. but. we are
ver ' " umelh affected, in the U.S. market by those trade flows when ov-
ernments, employ them for social purposes. We are talking about half
a millim steelworkers who support another 2l/ million people down-
st ream. We t hink t hat epilloyvient is extremely important.

Senator FA.x'x1N. T iust wondered what are your thouiihts as far as
the effect that this trade bill will have on the steel indust :''.

Mr. Co l.'9. Well. if we are able to obtain a meaningful steel sector
trade negotiation including the development of safeanards that can
be eniployed by national tovernmnents ---not just the I'.S. Government
but 1v other ,,overnments as well, when steel trade has a disruiptive
effect'on a national industry, we think that will lie a sten forward.

.\- T said, we are less concerned with the structure of tariffs thanNi we
are with the inVursion into anIol he evonomv by a steel induiqlv with
exe-- eel capacity to (dump1 wilatever the tlrit' barriers.

Senator FA 'Mr. Mr. Collilfs. 'vorlio (1nt reel that this is going to
i vo- .e ! v tle lv :l" r "ll ' " :1., 'e 'm1 eI 04 1

.Ir. COrL.xs. The. export market is hard to forecast. It depends
upon th' growth of demand for steel in the world. Ve expect steel
demotmed to almost double in the next 10 vears. It nlso depends upon
how fast national governments and private steel industries can liut
steel capacity into place. It depends upon national GNP cycles and
their effect on steel capacity utilization. When GNP 'cles are down
and there is uinutilized capacity in other countries we can sell little
steel in other markets. We can only sell any significant, quantity of
steel in foreign markets when there' is a higli world demand for steel
and there is a shortage of steel in other national economies.

Our international competitors, have great flexibility in trade mat-
ters. For example. it. is not generally known that the EC countries
met Nvith Japanese steel producers in 'Tokvo and established the limni-
tations on Japanese steel exports to EQ countries. These were care-
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fully maintained export limitations with no court challenges as to the'
legality of the arrangement of the kind which occurred relative to the,
voluntary arrangements negotiated by the U.S. Department of State
with EC and Japanese steel producers. These are the kinds of actions
our trading partners can undertake when they believe them to be
nece.sary. The U.S. Government. will not be able to accomplish such
measures when necessary without an effective trade bill and without
effective trade negotiations.

We believe effective trade negotiations must involve a comprehen-
sive steel sector negotiation in which all of these issues are squarely
faced and in which the rules for adjustMent to market. disruption are-
established, and in which safeguard mechanisms, if not employed im-
mediately, at. least are agreed to.

Senator F.%,. 'xux. 'Mr. Kennedy. one observation that I would like to,
make. I have worked for yea.s trying to assist industry in being able
to compete to a greater extent. in ihe foreign markets. and it has been
very difficult to get legislation approved or even to get the regulations,
in force that we have, the countervailing duly and antidumping stat-
ites for example.

Do You feel that as we go through these trade negotiations that as
the work proceeds. that perhaps we will be in a better position as far
as carrying out the desires in this regard, of protecting our industries?

Mr. "KEN.NErDY. Well. I think your bill has some excellent. features
in strengthening the antidumpin"ig and the countervailing ditties fea-
tures of present I.S. law. I think your clarification and expansion of
the retaliatory authority is a very sound thing.

I believe that in total you are working on a very well-conceived and
good piece of legislator. One'side of it is just this matter of dealing
with unfair import competition, and I think the evolution of it, as
I understand it on countervailing duties and antidumping and retalia-
tory authority is very much to he commended.

Senator FANIN. "Well. I will just end by saying that my great con-
cern has been. as far as this legislation is concerned. will it cost us jobs
or will it help us produce additional jobs. That is the great question
in my mind.

.fr. KF..,-NE DY. Well, the bill. I think, offers, just. taking the precise
issue posed earlier, the issue of unfair competition, the bill offers. I
tiink, opportunities to protect U.S. employment by strengthening the
rules against, unfair competition.

It also offers-we have strongly supported the bill right along, and
I think nearly all of industry has. It also offers the opportunity to-
expand export markets for T.S. industry, and I think this country
needs a strong agricultural base, and it needs a strong manufacturing
base. It needs both. It. woulI be a disastrous thing if either were seri-
ously weakened.

Senator FANNIN. " ell. I wholoheartedly agree with you. It is what
we need. And I just hope that you are correct in your assessment of
what can be done by the legislation involved.

Thank you.
Mr. CoLLNs. We support that view. too. Senator.
SiMator FANNI-N. Thank you A-ery much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator HAWrKE. In 1962 when we sponsored a trade act, which
I was the sponsor of, it did not require sector negotiations. Sector
negotiations were all organizing plan to bring some type of order out.
of a chaotic situation which developed in the Kennedy round of
negot iat ions.

The Kennedy round negotiations did not collapse because there was
an attempt nade at sector negotiations. The exact opposite is true.
They may very well have collapsed because of the lack of sector-typo
negotiations positions.

The Kennedy round was, for all intents and purposes, nothing but a
propaganda victory. Until the last 30 days, nothing had been accom-
plished. They ended up with an agreement which did not. deal with
nontariff barriers.

Then they decided to go ahead and deal with tariff barriers, and so
they eliminated the tariff barriers on items which had very little sig-
nificance. If you make an objective report on the Kenned y round, it
(lid not fulfill the objectives of (lie legislation, and that is one good
reason, having once been burned, that I am very hesitant thou t liese
trade negotiations without having a clear under-standing of what our
objectives are.

lit the Treatv of Rome, in section 39 and section 110, they deal with
the question of" world food shortage, and the European Ecoiomic Com-
munty has made a very specific designation as to where agriculture
fits into that program.

Now, not taking cognizance of that would be sheer nonsense on the,
part, of this committee. For Senator Curtis to say that agiiculture has
gone a long way in dealing with this problem is a tempest in a teapot.
That is not the issue at all.

Senator FANNIN. I want the record to show I (o not agree with you,
biut that is all right.

Senator IHARThJE. On July 19, 1973, the background information
from the Europea'n Economic Community information service out of
New York. on page 15, makes this specific statement, and that is item
2, in regard to agricultural policy:

For political, economic and social reasons, the Agricultural Sector in all coun-
tries Is especially characterized by this general resistance of support policies. The
common agricultural policy corresponds to special conditions of agriculture within
the community. Its principles and mechanisms should not be called into question.
and therefore do not constitute a matter for negotiations.

'That is the situation. If their agricultural sector is not a negotiable
item in these trade negotiations, tlen I think it. is important for us to
recognize that what we are saying on our side is that we will have to
have some weapon to (teal with'that problem.

I want to read another statement to which I think Mr. Kennedy
would not necessarily agree because I have my own philosophy oi
these trade negotiations. Another quote:

Item 4. The conditions for the expansion of trade would be more favorable if
the stability of the world markets were better assured.

I agree with the statement. The best way of achieving the objective
Would be to organize orderly World markets by the means of appro-
priate international agreement I do not think that this fs probable



within the framework of the trade bill which I think we are going
to adopt, because it all is dependent upon this wornout theory of the
1930's of how you negotiate these agreements.

You are in a different world. You talk about the steel industry; Jim.
Quite honestly- there is a softening of steel demand at the moment.

Mr. COLLINS, That is possible, Senator.
Senator HARrKL If there is a softening of steel demand at this time,

then some of the problems to which you referred are not necessarily
oing to be true. But where are you going to get that additional

$265"billion you are talking about? You are going to invest it? United
States Steel is investing down there in Venezuela and Argentina.
Too much is going abroad--our manufacturing capabilities, our jobs,
and so forth. -

And von talk about nationalization. As vou well know, it was United
States Steel that laid the plans for the plant in Iran, and then we had
this policy of limiting how much we could invest in overseas produc-
tion. The*Russians, as I recall, had access to those plants, or at least.
the materials, and they have built their own facility whikh is com-
peting with us.

I am not opposed to expanding world markets, butI do think there
ought to be some commonsense' in this regard. We are the most com-
petitive nation in the world, and I repeat what I have said time and
time again, that if any nation wants to compete with the United States
in a completely open and free competitive trade zone, I will be the
chief advocate. Because we are so competitive, we can do all right
against any other nation of the world on even terms.

Our problem ,is, how do you deal with unfair advantages of others.
Mr. COLLINS. Senator Hartke, this Nation needs another 25 to 35

million tons of steel. We'are advised that there is a requirement for
$500 billion to achieve the goals of Project Independence. We do not
know how much steel is involved in that, but it could be another 10
or 20 million tons.

The U.S. industry has announced 17.3 million tons of expansion
so far, all in the United States. for the. U.S. market, Senator.

Senator IIARTK 1. Good. Just keel) on expanding it in Indiana.
All right. Senator Fannin. do von have any more comment.?
Senator FAN. Mr. Chairman. I think we are very nroud 'of our

industries. and you certainly have given praise to our abilities to comn-
pete. We do havie the ,r eatest agricultural industry in the world1, and
T know thht we have had problems in our industries as far as steel is,
concerned because we have been assisting other countries in the world..
and then, of course. we have had investments that the Senator speak.
about. Many times those were very beneficial to-this country because.
the terms here were of great magnitude.

So I think in the overall that the industries have done a magnificent
job. I, too, have been vitally concerned about. sonie of our industries
going offshore to ship back into the United States, but I also know
that, as far as multinational corporations are concerned, there have
been tremendous advantages to this country in terms of billions of
dollars returned each year, and making it possible for us to have a
favorable balance of payments at times. Right now. of course. we are-
in a position where the petroleum imports made it almost impractical
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for us to have a favorable balance of trade with the quadi-upling of
the prices, but I still feel that we will get that problem worked out
and then we will again hope that we call have a favorable balance of
trade.

We are dependent upon both the industrial community of our Na-
tion, including the agricultural community along with 'it. So I just
hope we can work together to overcome some of these problems that
the Senator from Indiana spoke about.

I agree with him on some of his statements, and wholeheartedly
disagree with him on others, but the main part, I think the factor that
we are all involved with, is that, as indicated here today, we must
work together. Agriculture and the industrial community must work
together and work out the compromise that will be acceptable, and I
just, wish you well in that regard.

Senator IIArrKP. I (1o not think this is a fight between agriculture
and industry. I think this is Mr. Butzcoming on in here ana wanting

'to make a name for himself, and I think that he made a name for him-
self, of which I am not especially proud, and that is all I can say
about it.

This committee will stand in recess until 2:30 today when the
Czechoslovdikian most-favored-nation issue will be discussed. We will
have other people of equally distinguished character testify.

[Whereupon, at 12:52 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2:30 p.m. the same day.]
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